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Chapter 1
Introduction

Abstract This chapter deals with brief history of Gentzen’s consistency proofs
and his work on proof systems which were actually byproducts of his ambition
to prove the consistency of arithmetic. There is a plan in his handwritten thesis
manuscript according to which he aimed to prove the consistency with the help of
normalization for natural deduction. As this did not work, he developed a special
semantic explanation of correctness in arithmetic. The proof based on this explanation
was criticized, so Gentzen returned to an earlier idea of transfinite induction. The last
proof shows directly that although the transfinite induction up to ε0 can be formalized
in arithmetic, it cannot be proved there. Further, this chapter deals with non-technical
parts of his 1936 article.

Keywords Gentzen · Gentzen’s thesis · Proof systems · Consistency proofs ·
Consistency proofs of arithmetic · History of proof systems · History of consistency
proofs · Consistency of arithmetic · Hilbert’s program

The trust in intuitively obvious axioms was destroyed after the discovery of para-
doxes in naive set theory at the beginning of the twentieth century. Intuitions dealing
with actual infinity, especially, turned out to be misleading and it was necessary
to deal with them in a more careful way. On the one hand, Brouwer’s intuitionism
regards mathematics as a languageless, constructive, mental activity and intuitions
of the idealized mind should reflect on which constructions are allowed. On the other
hand, formalism uses axiomatic systems for mathematical investigations, but tries
to eliminate all intuitions form them. This is possible in the way that all meanings
are removed from an axiomatic system except for such meanings that can be defined
according to the rules of the system itself. The system should be examined regardless
of its interpretation. The German mathematician David Hilbert is considered to be the
major proponent of formalism. He proposed a research project around 1920, today
known as Hilbert’s program, which was meant as an answer to the crisis brought
on by the paradoxes in naive set theory. He aimed to establish secure foundations
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2 1 Introduction

for all mathematics by grounding all theories on a finite set of axioms and schemata
whose consistency should have been proved by finitistic methods. These methods
were regarded as reliable and the consistency of the classical mathematics proved
with the help of these methods would have provided a justification for non-intuitive
parts of the field, especially the parts dealing with actual infinity.

In general, consistency proofs are classified into two groups: absolute and relative
consistency proofs. Whereas an absolute consistency proof does not presuppose the
consistency of some other system, a relative consistency proof reduces the consis-
tency of a theory T1 to the consistency of another theory T2. Thus, we demand a
consistency proof for T2. In this way, we can obtain a potentially infinite hierarchy of
theories. Anyway, we need a theory at the beginning of this hierarchy whose consis-
tency can by proved without any reference to another theory, in other words, a theory
which has an absolute consistency proof. It seemed that arithmetic is so fundamental
that its consistency might be proved within the finitistic methods. This would suffice
to regard it as an absolute consistency proof. In late 1930, Gödel’s incompleteness
theorems became known and it was clear that even the tools of arithmetic itself would
not suffice to obtain its consistency.

Gerhard Gentzen was a student of Paul Bernays. In early 1932, he set out to work
on the consistency of arithmetic. The role of Bernays in this decision of his is not
known, but as Gentzen wrote in a letter to Professor Hellmuth Kneser in December
1932 (Menzler-Trott 2007, pp. 30–31), he planned to be promoted with a work on
this topic by Professor Bernays. Gentzen thought this way in October 1932 (von
Plato 2012, p. 315):

The axioms of arithmetic are obviously correct, and the principles of proof obviously preserve
correctness. Why cannot one simply conclude consistency, i.e., what is the true meaning of
the second incompleteness theorem, the one by which the consistency of arithmetic cannot
be proved by arithmetic means? Where is the Gödel-point hiding?

In contrast to his predecessors (Frege, Russell), Gentzen was not looking for
absolute mathematical truth. He focused on how mathematical theorems are proved
in practice, i.e., how one derives a conclusion from given assumptions. The first step
he made was that he put aside prevailing proof systems of logicism whose linear
derivations did not fit in with the idea of actual mathematical proofs because their
starting points were basic logical truths and rules of inference just generated further
truths. Gentzen’s examination of actual reasoning ended in natural deduction calculus
whose derivations were in the form of trees. He was probably inspired by Paul Hertz
(1923), whose work he had been studied at the suggestion of Bernays in 1931, when
he came up with the tree derivations. Although the tree derivations are in fact a
departure form actual proofs, they have some technical advantages over the linear
derivations: One can permute the order of rules and compose different derivations
without losing a full control over the structure of the result.

The following plan is in Gentzen’s handwritten thesis manuscript (von Plato 2012,
p. 336):

I. To put up the calculus of natural deduction.
II. To prove that it is equivalent to standard axiomatic calculi.
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III. To prove that classical arithmetic reduces to intuitionistic arithmetic.
IV. To prove normalization.
V. To extend normalization and the subformula property to arithmetic.

Let us explain the items:

I. The calculi of natural deduction, NK for classical and NJ for intuitionistic logic,
were completed by September 1932. There are several possibilities which might
have led Gentzen to the rules of these calculi. It is known that Gentzen studied
Heyting’s formalization of intuitionistic logic (Heyting 1930) whose axioms
can be read as rules capturing what follows from what. Another possibility is
that Gentzen converted the Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogorov interpretation of the
logical operations, which gives sufficient conditions for what does it mean to
have an intuitionistic derivation of a formula, into rules. However, it is not clear
whether Gentzen knew this interpretation at the time. It is also possible that
Gentzen simply considered all sensible ways which were in accordance with
his opinion that mathematical proofs begin with assumptions rather than axioms
and ‘he was a genius who got things right’ (von Plato 2012, p. 322). His natural
deduction calculus originally contained an induction rule. It means that Gentzen
was definitely interested in arithmetic.

II. Gentzen translated derivations in natural deduction into the axiomatic
logical calculus of Hilbert and Ackermann’s book (Hilbert and Ackermann 1928)
and back.

III. The third task was accomplished by the Gödel-Gentzen translation which was
almost simultaneously developed by both mathematicians after whom it is called.
The translation embeds classical arithmetic into intuitionistic one. The result is
that it suffices to prove the consistency of intuitionistic arithmetic which would
assure that classical arithmetic is consistent, too. We will see that Gentzen’s
plan failed in the item V., so he submitted this result as a separate article to the
Mathematische Annalen in March 1933. Then he withdrew the paper because the
same result by Gödel (1933) had already been published (Menzler-Trott 2007,
p. 39). Gentzen’s original article (Gentzen 1974b) was published by Bernays
only in 1974 and in English translation in Szabo (1969).

IV. Gentzen’s handwritten thesis manuscript contains a detailed proof of normaliza-
tion for intuitionistic natural deduction (von Plato 2012, p. 330). Each formula
in a normal derivation is a subformula of the conclusion or of an open assump-
tion, this is called subformula property, and we obtain that intuitionistic logic is
consistent. Since Gentzen was not able to extend the result to classical natural
deduction, he developed a new sort of calculus: sequent calculus. He proved
the cut elimination, his famous Hauptsatz, for intuitionistic as well as classical
version of the calculus, which is a result similar to normalization. No consis-
tency proof but his work on proof systems became the main topic of his thesis
(Gentzen 1934, 1935).
It seems that these two factors inspired Gentzen to define sequents and the sequent
calculus: (1) The translation from natural deduction into the axiomatic logi-
cal calculus of Hilbert and Ackermann’s book (Hilbert and Ackermann 1928).
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(2) Hertz-systems (Hertz 1922, 1923, 1929). As for the first aspect, the first
step in the translation was to determine for each proposition A from a natural
deduction derivation all those open assumptions, say B1..Bn , which A depends
on. Then all occurrences of A were replaced by the implication B1&..&Bn ⊃ A
(von Plato 2012, pp. 341–342). As for the second aspect, Hertz-systems work
with sentences, expressions similar to B1&..&Bn ⊃ A, which allow to interpret
the horseshoe as a derivability relation and the conjunction B1&..&Bn as a list
of assumptions (von Plato 2012, pp. 342–343).

V. Normalization for arithmetic fails because of the rule of complete induction.
This rule is actually an introduction of a formula and we have no control over
the complexity of that formula. If an elimination rule follows, the induction
formula need not be a subformula of the conclusion or of an open assumption
and neither the subformula property nor the consistency is obtained. Gentzen
probably knew this in early 1933 (von Plato 2013) and changed his intentions
of writing a thesis on the consistency of arithmetic. The result was his thesis on
proof systems which are accepted and generally used today.

Gentzen continued working on consistency proof of arithmetic which was fin-
ished by the end of 1934. In December 1934, he wrote a letter to Hellmuth Kneser
informing him that he already had such a proof and was about to submit it to the
Mathematische Annalen (Menzler-Trott 2007, p. 55). Gentzen’s notes reveal that the
very first consistency proof used the sequent calculus (von Plato 2013) instead of
the natural deduction in sequent calculus style of the 1935 version which was, on
the other hand, Gentzen’s first submitted version. However, it remained unpublished
until 1974. The original text supplemented with a prefatory words by Bernays is
contained in Gentzen (1974a). Let us look at the story of the withdrawn 1935 proof.

The proof was submitted in August 1935. It was based on what Gentzen called
a reduction procedure (Reduziervorschrift) for sequents. This procedure gives ‘a
special semantic explanation of correctness in arithmetic’ (von Plato 2013). Sequents
are expressions of the formΓ → C , withΓ a list of assumptions and C a consequence
of the assumptions. In reduction, a situation is found in which C has some false
numerical consequence, say 0 = 1. One shows that if arithmetic makes C derivable
from the assumptions Γ , as expressed by Γ → C , then Γ contains some false
assumption. If Γ contains no such assumption, even C is a correct claim with no
falsities hidden in it. The reduction procedure for a sequent is similar to the derivation
of this sequent in Schütte’s infinitary calculus of 1950 (Schütte 1951).

After Bernays, Weyl and probably Gödel and von Neumann had criticized the
proof (Menzler-Trott 2007, p. 60, Footnote 150), Gentzen decided not to publish it
(Menzler-Trott 2007, p. 64). The opinion of the critics was that Gentzen used the fan
theorem implicitly to prove that the reduction procedure ends in a finite number of
steps (Bernays 1970). The fact is that Gentzen’s proof can be reformulated by the
use of bar induction (von Plato 2013), a principle stronger than the fan theorem, and
the fan theorem itself is too weak for Gentzen’s proof.

Gentzen was not discouraged by the criticism and took up an earlier idea to use
transfinite induction up to ε0 to prove the termination of the reduction procedure.
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Indeed, first thoughts about transfinite induction can be found in Gentzen’s notes
already in late 1932 (von Plato 2013). The 1936 proof which uses transfinite induction
appeared in Gentzen (1936) and the idea is the following. Sequents of some special
kind that are derivable in arithmetic can be reduced to such simple sequents that it is
easy to calculate their validity. This is possible in a finite number of steps. A sequent
→ 0 = 1 falls within the category of these special sequents, but it is not valid and
cannot be reduced. This time, the proof was accepted and ‘increased Gentzen’s fame’
(Menzler-Trott 2007, p. 59). Through his work Gentzen made contacts with a lot of
mathematicians (Menzler-Trott 2007, pp. 76–77).

Next, Gentzen tried to simplify his 1936 proof. This proof was quite difficult
to follow because he changed the calculus in the middle and used an unusual
notation for ordinal numbers, as he claims, to avoid suspicious aspects of set
theory (Bedenklichkeiten der allgemeinen Mengenlehre) (Gentzen 1936, p. 555,
Footnote 21). Furthermore, even if intuitionistic logic was sufficient, he used the
classical natural deduction in sequent calculus style, it means no general sequents
A1, .., An → B1, .., Bn , and he completely avoided derivations in the form of trees.
Therefore, it seems that his real intention was to write an article for a common reader
who is familiar neither with intuitionism nor proof systems he developed in his thesis
(von Plato 2012, pp. 358–359).

Thus, he published another proof in 1938. It appeared in Gentzen (1938). He made
use of the classical sequent calculus LK and Cantor normal form. The proof is based
on reductions of a putative derivation of a contradictory sequent, whereas the 1936
article contains a reduction procedure for arbitrary derivations. These reductions lead
to such a simple derivation of a contradiction that it is easy to prove that it cannot exist.
This version is widely known today and is treated in detail by Gaisi Takeuti (1987).

As for Gentzen’s contemporaries, Ackermann (1940) and Kalmar gave alterna-
tives to Gentzen’s consistency proofs. Kalmar’s proof was not published separately.
It was only presented in the second volume of Grundlagen der Mathematik (Hilbert
and Bernays 1934, 1939).

In 1939, Gentzen already wrote his article (Gentzen 1943). He showed that
although the transfinite induction up to ε0 can be formalized in arithmetic, it cannot
be proved in the theory. The transfinite inductions up to any α < ε0, by contrast,
can be formalized as well as proved in arithmetic. It yields the consistency of arith-
metic because we are able to prove anything in a contradictory theory. The article
was published only in 1943 and it is the beginning of ordinal analysis. Informally,
the subject of ordinal analysis is to determine, for a theory T , the smallest ordinal
number α such that transfinite induction up to α is sufficient to prove the consistency
of T .

For further historical notes on Gentzen’s proof systems, properties of his calculi,
relations between them as well as Gentzen’s motivations see von Plato (2012). For
further Gentzen’s motivations, history of early consistency proofs of arithmetic, and
the role of intuitionism in the search for such proofs see von Plato (2013). For
Gentzen’s biography and the historical background of his work see Menzler-Trott
(2007). An English translation of Gentzen’s papers can be found in Szabo (1969).
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The aim of this work is to provide a detailed description of the first published
of Gentzen’s consistency proofs. Gentzen’s article which contains the proof is very
comprehensive and includes philosophical as well as mathematical aspects of the
problem. Gentzen divides it up into five sections.

The first section deals with reasons why consistency proofs are necessary and
possible. Gentzen discusses the paradoxes in naive set theory which were the stimulus
for such proofs. He stresses that a consistency proof should not only verify the axioms
of the theory, but also verify the logical reasoning when applied to these axioms. The
statement that a theory is consistent means that there is no derivation of a contradiction
in the theory. To prove this, we must make the derivations objects of a new meta-theory
and these derivations must be formalized properly. A consistency proof which works
with the formalized derivations is just another mathematical proof that uses logical
reasoning, too. It is therefore important that the reasoning in the meta-theory is more
reliable than that one in the theory which is analysed. After these thoughts, Gentzen
explains the consequences of Gödel’s incompleteness theorems for the consistency
proofs: We cannot prove the consistency of a theory purely with the tools of the
theory itself.

Let us move to the second section of Gentzen’s article. It treats the formalization
of arithmetic. The task consists of two parts: (1) the statements of arithmetic must
be formalized, (2) the process of reasoning must be formalized. Gentzen uses nat-
ural deduction in sequent calculus style mainly for expository reasons as mentioned
above. He divides the inference rules into two groups: introduction (Einführung)
and elimination (Beseitigung) of logical operations. Furthermore, he uses sequent
calculus that displays the open assumptions in a list. By this notation, he can avoid
the use of derivation trees that were prominent in his thesis (Gentzen 1934, 1935).
We will describe the calculus in Chap. 2 of the present work. However, the calculus
will be changed during the process of proving because of formal reasons.

The third section deals with a finitistic interpretation of the logical operations,
especially the quantifiers. There is no problem when a quantifier is applied to a
variable whose domain is finite. In this case, a formula ∀x F(x) is a shortcut for a
finite conjunction. A formula ∃x F(x) stands for a finite disjunction. How should
we understand the quantifiers when the domain of the bound variable is infinite? A
common concept, in Gentzen’s terminology an sich-concept, claims that a quantified
formula is true or false and this is independent of whether we can decide it or not.
According to this concept, a formula ∀x F(x) says that every object of the infinite
domain has the property F . Similarly, the formula ∃x F(x) says that there exists an
object with the property F in the infinite domain. This concept uses the infinity as
an entity and this allows us to use the same kind of logical reasoning in the finite as
well as in the infinite case. At this point, Gentzen considers the paradoxes in naive
set theory and deduces that it was this concept of actual infinity that gave rise to
them. Therefore, he rejects this concept and suggests using the concept of potential
infinity. Based on this concept, he proposes a finitistic interpretation of the logical
operations. He combines semantic explanations (for ∀, ∃, &,∨) with an explanation
in terms of provability (for ⊃,¬), today known as Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogorov
interpretation.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_2
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A formula ∀x F(x) has the following finitistic meaning: When we start with 0
and substitute this one and the following numbers for x in F(x) stepwise, we always
obtain a true statement. A formula ∃x F(x) means that we have found a number n
with the property F although n is not mentioned explicitly in the quantified formula.
There is no difficulty with the finitistic interpretation of conjunction A&B: This one
is valid whenever A, B are both valid. A finitistic interpretation of disjunction is
similar to the one for ∃: A formula A ∨ B is valid whenever A or B has already been
recognized as valid.

The interpretations of implication and negation are not so straightforward. A
formula of the form A ⊃ B seems to say that if we have a proof of A, we are able to
transform it into a proof of B. However, the proof of B may also include some rules
for ⊃ or A might be of the form C ⊃ D. This can make the interpretation circular. A
formula of the form ¬A means that the assumption A leads to a contradiction. This
corresponds with the interpretation of the formula A ⊃ 0 = 1. So, all difficulties
with implication are carried over into the interpretation of negation. Gentzen, in
fact, had a proof of normalization for intuitionistic natural deduction by which the
explanation is not circular in the case of pure logic. He further argues that the rules of
the calculus (defined in Chap. 2 of the present work) are in harmony with the finitistic
interpretation of the logical operations. Nevertheless, there is one exception. The rule
Beseitigung der doppelten Verneinung allows us to conclude A from ¬¬A. It is not
clear why this should hold because there may not be a direct proof of A. According to
Gentzen, the task of the consistency proof is to verify logical reasoning including the
steps which we do not have a proper finitistic interpretation for, i.e., the application
of double negation elimination to transfinite propositions and the use of transfinite
propositions containing nested operations ⊃ and ¬.

The fourth section of Gentzen’s article contains the consistency proof itself. A
detailed analysis of the proof is the main part of the present work.

In the fifth section, Gentzen comments on the steps of his proof. He particularly
focuses on these two aspects: (1) To what extent are the steps reliable? (2) How do
they exceed the theorems of arithmetic in connection with Gödel’s theorem? The
part that needs to be examined most is the proof that the reduction procedure ends
in a finite number of steps. In order to prove this, Gentzen used transfinite induction
up to ε0 which does not seem to be a finitistic method. Gentzen argues that the
ordinal numbers are built constructively: A number β is accessible (erreichbar) only
when we already know that all α < β are accessible. To show that a number α is
accessible, we have to pass through all numbers less than α. Limit ordinal numbers
are also reached because we can follow the whole infinite sequence before the limit
ordinal arbitrarily far. So, we are allowed to regard every member of the sequence as
accessible. Gentzen believes that this concept is transparent enough to be considered
reliable. As for the second aspect, Gentzen claims that the proof is in accordance
with Gödel’s theorem because there is no obvious way how the transfinite induction
up to ε0 can be proved in arithmetic in contrast to other principles and steps used.
Indeed, Gentzen showed directly that it is impossible to prove it there three years
later. He ends his article with thoughts about the possibilities of how the method of

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_2
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the proof can be useful to fields of mathematics other than arithmetic and discusses
objections of intuitionism to such proofs.

As far as Gentzen’s 1936 proof is concerned, the idea and the results are preserved
in this paper. However, Gentzen omitted quite a few proofs and provided just informal
explanations. We turned his informal sketches into lemmas, especially Lemma e1,
Lemma e2, and Lemma e6–e7 (see Sect. 4.2). The key property of reduction steps is
that they lower ordinal numbers of derivations. The proof of this fact needed revis-
ing in two unclear cases (e3 and e4) and we added exact calculations (Lemma e3,
Lemma e4) where Gentzen had omitted them. There is an interesting relationship
between Gentzen’s representation of ordinal numbers and the set-theoretical rep-
resentation which was claimed by Gentzen, but he did not provide any proof. The
proof is in Sect. 3.3. Furthermore, we defined an explicit algorithm for translating
Gentzen’s representation into Cantor normal form (see Sect. 3.4). This algorithm
provides a more detailed elaboration of the relationship between the two different
representations of ordinal numbers.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries

Abstract The calculus NLK and further notions preliminary to the 1936
consistency proof are defined in this chapter. The most important notion is
endform which represents sequents whose validity can be decided. Reduction steps
for sequents, whose task is to reduce sequents to endform, are presented. Further-
more, an algorithm for reducing initial sequents to endform is defined and a detailed
overview of the consistency proof is given. The chapter ends with a modification
of the calculus and the most important rule of the new calculus, chain rule, which
can be seen as a generalized cut, is discussed. The modification of the calculus is
necessary because it makes the definition of reduction steps for derivations easier.

Keywords Sequent · Calculus NLK · Natural deduction · Natural deduction in
sequent calculus style · Endform · Chain rule · Reduction steps · Reduction steps
for sequents

2.1 Sequents

We start by defining a natural deduction in sequent calculus style for Peano arithmetic
(PA) denoted by NLK in Gentzen’s handwritten thesis manuscript. The language of
PA is L = {+, ·, S,=, 0}, where + and · are binary functional symbols, S is an unary
functional symbol, = is a binary relational symbol and 0 is a constant symbol. Every
sequent (Sequenz) has to appear in the following form

A1, ..,An → B

where A1, ..,An are antecedent formulas (Vorderformeln). We view them as a list. It
is possible that they are missing. The formula denoted by B is a succedent formula
(Hinterformel). There must always be exactly one succedent formula in a sequent.

A. Horská, Where Is the Gödel-Point Hiding: Gentzen’s Consistency Proof of 1936 11
and his Representation of Constructive Ordinals, SpringerBriefs in Philosophy,
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_2, © The Author(s) 2014
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The calculus NLK includes two kinds of initial sequents: logical and mathematical.
It also includes three kinds of inference rules: structural (Strukturänderungen), logical
and an induction rule.

2.2 Initial Sequents

Logical initial sequents are of the form D → D, where D is an arbitrary formula
in L . Mathematical initial sequents are of the form → C , where C is a mathematical
axiom. Gentzen does not introduce a particular list of mathematical axioms. He
claims that it is not important for the proof which set of axioms we choose (Gentzen
1936, p. 519). We shall choose equality axioms and Robinson arithmetic axioms to
obtain a common axiomatization of PA. The schema of induction is represented by
a special rule.

Equality axioms:

• ∀x(x = x)

• ∀x∀y(x = y ⊃ y = x)

• ∀x∀y∀z(x = y & y = z ⊃ x = z)
• ∀x1..∀xn∀y1..∀yn(x1 = y1 & .. & xn = yn ⊃ F(x1, .., xn) = F(y1, .., yn))

where F is a n-ary functional symbol in L .
• ∀x1..∀xn∀y1..∀yn(x1 = y1 & .. & xn = yn & R(x1, .., xn) ⊃ R(y1, .., yn))

where R is a n-ary relational symbol in L .

Robinson arithmetic axioms:

• ∀x∀y(S(x) = S(y) ⊃ x = y)

• ∀x¬(S(x) = 0)

• ∀x(¬x = 0 ⊃ ∃y(S(y) = x))

• ∀x(x + 0 = x)

• ∀x∀y(x + S(y) = S(x + y))

• ∀x(x · 0 = 0)

• ∀x∀y(x · S(y) = x · y + x)

2.3 Rules of Inference

Although Gentzen does not use tree derivations in Gentzen (1936), not even inference
lines, we shall stick to this notation as it is common today.

Definition 2.1 Upper sequents in each rule of inference are called premises. The
lower sequent is called conclusion.

Structural rules (Strukturänderungen) of NLK are given in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Structural rules of NLK

Exchange (Vertauschen)
Γ, A, C,Δ → B

Γ, C, A,Δ → B
Ex

Contraction (Weglassen)
Γ, A, A,Δ → B

Γ, A,Δ → B
Ct

Weakening (Zufügen)
Γ → B

Γ, A → B
Wk

Renaming of bound variables –

The German names in Table 2.1 are intuitive explanations used by Gentzen (1936).
He used these words to describe the effect of the rules because he has no formal
notation for derivations in the article. Gentzen’s standard terminology elsewhere is
Vertauschung, Zusammenziehung and Verdünnung, respectively.

Induction rule:

Γ → F(0) F(a),Δ → F(a + 1)

Γ,Δ → F(t)

Here a is an eigenvariable and must, therefore, not occur in Γ , Δ, F(0), F(t),
and t is an arbitrary term in L that can be substituted for a in F(a).

Table 2.2 Logical rules of NLK

Introduction Elimination

&
Γ → A Θ → B

Γ,Θ → A&B
&I

Γ → A&B

Γ → A
&E

∨ Γ → A

Γ → A ∨ B
∨ I

Γ → A ∨ B A,Δ → C B,Θ → C

Γ,Δ,Θ → C
∨ E

⊃ A, Γ → B

Γ → A ⊃ B
⊃ I

Γ → A Δ → A ⊃ B

Γ,Δ → B
⊃ E

¬ A, Γ → B A,Δ → ¬B

Γ,Δ → ¬A

a

¬I
Γ → ¬¬A

Γ → A

b

¬E

∀ Γ → F(a)

Γ → ∀x F(x)

c

∀I
Γ → ∀x F(x)

Γ → F(t)

d

∀E

∃ Γ → F(t)

Γ → ∃x F(x)

d

∃I
Γ → ∃x F(x) F(a),Δ → C

Γ,Δ → C

c

∃E

a Gentzen calls this rule Widerlegung
b Gentzen calls this rule Beseitigung der doppelten Verneinung
c The variable a is an eigenvariable and must, therefore, not occur in Γ,∀x F(x) and
Γ,Δ, C, ∃x F(x), respectively
d The symbol t stands for a term in L that can be substituted for x in F
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Logical rules of NLK are given in Table 2.2. The rule of cut in sequent calculus

is: Γ →A A,Σ→C
Γ,Σ→C . It is a derivable rule in Gentzen’s calculus:

A,Σ→C
Γ →A Σ→A⊃C

Γ,Σ→C
.

Definition 2.2 A derivation (Herleitung) in calculus NLK is a treelike structure that
consists of sequents. Each sequent is an initial sequent or is derived from previous
ones using one of the rules of inference. The last sequent of a derivation is called
endsequent (Endsequenz).

We simplify our calculus by removing the logical symbols ∨, ⊃ and ∃. This is
easy: We use relations between the logical operations valid in classical predicate
logic. All occurrences of the rules for the defined operations will be substituted by
short pieces of correct derivations that do not contain any of the defined logical
operations. A formal execution of this transformation can be found at the end of this
book (Appendix A). Thus, we assume that the allowed rules of inference mentioned
in Definition 2.2 are only those for the operations &, ¬ and ∀.

Definition 2.3 A sequent is said to be in endform (Endform) when the following
conditions are met: It does not contain any free variables. Its succedent formula is
a true equation, or its succedent formula is a false equation and there is at least one
false equation among the antecedent formulas.

It is obvious that a sequent in endform is a valid sequent because it contains a
false formula in the antecedent or a true formula in the succedent. Whether an atomic
sentence, an equation without free variables in this case, is true or false can be easily
calculated because the functional symbols are represented as primitive recursive
functions.

Definition 2.4 Let A be an arbitrary formula in L . The expression |A| stands for the
number of logical operations in A.

Note the difference between the notion of derivation and the notion of proof. A
derivation is a formal treelike structure in the calculus (Definition 2.2). The proof is
the whole consistency proof at a meta-level outside of PA.

2.4 Overview of the Proof

In this section, we give a rather informal overview of Gentzen’s proof. Although we
have defined the calculus NLK, the actual proof does not work with derivations in
this calculus. The calculus will be changed (Sects. 2.7, 2.8) and it actually means that
we can forget about NLK after the modification is done, because the whole reduction
process is defined using derivations in the new calculus. Gentzen did not explain the
reasons for the change in his article (Gentzen 1936). It is highly probable that, instead
of writing a new paper, he rewrote parts of his 1935 proof after it had been criticized.
This resulted in the 1936 article. The modification of the 1935 paper was possible
because the notion of reduction steps for sequents, which also played a role in the
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1935 proof, is independent of the calculus (von Plato 2013). We decided to preserve
the midway modification of the calculus in the present work because (1) we want
to stay as close to the original article as possible and (2) even if we introduced only
the new calculus, we would have to prove its equivalence with first-order predicate
logic. Thus, we would not avoid defining any of the standard calculi. Let us call a
derivation according to Definition 2.2 an old derivation. Similarly, a derivation in
the new calculus is a new derivation.

The main difference between the two calculi, namely NLK and the new one, is
that almost all logical rules from NLK disappear and are replaced by groundsequents
(Sect. 2.7) in order to make the new calculus. The most important inference rule in the
new calculus is a chain rule by which many of the rules from Sect. 2.3 are derivable.
Of course, the chain rule cooperates with the added groundsequents while simulating
the original rules. The chain rule can be seen as a generalized cut. As expected, we
are able to translate every old derivation into a new derivation.

So, we know that reduction steps are defined on new derivations, but this is not
the whole thing. We have to apply a further small modification to new derivations:
We shall replace all free variables except eigenvariables by arbitrary numerals and
calculate the value of any term whenever it is possible.1 In the end, the terms will
be replaced by numerals with the corresponding values. So, we substitute general
propositions by their numerical instances. There are universal quantifiers and eigen-
variables left in the derivation. In regard to this matter, the reduction steps will be
helpful. We hope to obtain formulas without variables eventually, because it is easy
to decide whether they are true or false. The later analysis of reduction steps is based
on the notion of new derivation after this replacement and the calculation.

Note that if the induction rule had been used in a new derivation, its use could
have failed after the replacement of terms. Assume that a formula F(a) with an
eigenvariable a contains a term a + x that has the form a + 4̄ after the replacement.
A formula F(t) has to appear in the conclusion of the induction rule. The term t is
an arbitrary term in L and the eigenvariable a was substituted by it. Let t be 2̄ · 3̄,
so we have 2̄ · 3̄ + 4̄. We go on to calculate the value and obtain 10. It means that
a numeral 10 stands at the position where t + x was before and the formula F(t) is
not in its previous form anymore. In the following text, we allow to use the induction
rule in this way.

The proof will show that every sequent that can be obtained by a new derivation
after the replacement and the calculation can be reduced to endform in a finite number
of steps. A sequent in endform will not be reduced anymore. This form represents
the simplest form of a sequent and its characteristic feature is that we can easily see
that the sequent is valid.

It suffices to consider new derivations after the replacement and the calculation
because a derivation of a contradiction, represented by the sequent → 0 = 1, would
also be of this form. If there existed an old derivation of → 0 = 1, we would be
able to transform it into a new derivation. The calculation and the replacement do
not change the endsequent → 0 = 1 because 0 = 1 is an atomic sentence and other

1 It is impossible when there is a bound variable or an eigenvariable in the term.
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formulas, with or without free variables, disappear before the end of the derivation.
The point is that → 0 = 1 is not in endform and it is impossible to reduce it either.
We will see it immediately after the reduction steps are defined.

Above, we gave a sketch of what we would like to prove. Let us describe the
method of the proof in more detail now. We said that we want to reduce the endse-
quent of a derivation until we reach endform. (1) We shall introduce reduction steps
for sequents which will not be defined uniquely. It means that we can choose which
reduced form of the sequent is helpful for us in every special case and sometimes, we
have more than one acceptable possibility. Gentzen calls this property Wahlfreiheit,
i.e., freedom of choice. A disadvantage is that we are not always able to find the right
form immediately and must, therefore, maintain the possibility of a new choice. (2)
We also show a method for modifying derivations: reduction steps for derivations.
These steps transform a derivation to another correct derivation such that its endse-
quent remains the same or will be changed according to exactly one reduction step
for sequents.

Gentzen defined an algorithm for reducing the initial sequents to endform
(Sect. 2.6). Since an initial sequent is a derivation, this tells us what reduction steps
for such simple derivations look like. Every reduction step carried out on an initial
sequent leads to another initial sequent. To modify more complex derivations, we use
the induction hypothesis: It is possible to carry out a reduction step for derivations if
the endsequent of the derivation we are about to reduce is not in endform. There are,
roughly speaking, three kinds of reduction steps for derivations. All of them examine
the last inference rule used in the derivation and, based on this rule, they decide what
to do:

• The first possibility is that we immediately know which reduction step for sequents
applies to the endsequent. Then, this reduction step for sequents gives us the
reduction for the whole derivation: It consists in omitting the endsequent. Could
we discard the contradiction in this way if it was the endsequent? No, it cannot be
the case, because this step is used only when the endsequent contains at least one
logical operation before we apply this modification to the derivation.

• The second possibility is that the last inference rule is the induction rule. Then its
conclusion has a numerical term n̄ and the induction can be replaced by a series
of cuts. Since we want to get rid of the induction rule and do not want to replace
it with n separated cuts, we use the chain rule. It allows us to simulate n cuts at
once. So, a derivation whose last inference rule is an induction rule will be reduced
to a derivation whose last inference rule is a chain rule. The endsequent remains
unchanged.

• The third possibility is that we are not able to reduce the endsequent straightaway.
In this case, there exists a premise of the endsequent that is not in endform, and
therefore, by the induction hypothesis, we are able to modify its derivation and
reduce the premise. There are several possible forms that the reduced premise can
have. We have to consider all of these and show how the reduced premise can be
integrated into the last inference rule the endsequent is derived by. The endsequent
of the reduced derivation does not need to be the same as in the original derivation,
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but it must have one of the acceptable forms represented by the reduction steps for
sequents.

Let us look closer at the reduction steps for sequents (Sect. 2.5). They are applica-
ble to sequents without free variables and without the operations ∃, ∨ and ⊃. In
general, their task is to simplify sequents: In most cases, a sequent contains fewer
logical operations after the reduction step. We introduce two kinds of reduction steps
for sequents. We shall use Gentzen’s original numbering for them: 13.2 and 13.5.

Steps 13.2 examine the succedent formula of a sequent. If it is not an atomic
sentence, then it has one of these forms: ∀x F(x), A1&A2, ¬A. The step prescribes
to replace it by F(n̄), A1 or A2, 0 = 1 (plus we have to add A among the antecedent
formulas), respectively. Note that the reduction is valid for an arbitrary choice of n̄
and Ai . This is the mentioned freedom of choice and it plays a role in the reductions
for derivations (Case e3 in Sect. 4.2). It does not mean that we can put there whatever
we want whenever we want. However, if other circumstances of the reduction process
force us to substitute for example 3̄ for x in F(x), then it is a valid reduction step.
Note that steps 13.2 have the ability to turn an invalid sequent into a valid one. Since
they modify only sequents whose succedent formula contains a logical operation,
we do not need to worry that a possible falsity → 0 = 1 will be deleted.

The second group of reduction steps for sequents is numbered 13.5. These steps
are applicable to the sequents whose succedent formula is a false atomic sentence. If
it was a true atomic sentence, the whole sequent would be in endform and we would
not need to reduce it anymore. It is clear, therefore, that steps 13.5 examine the
antecedent formulas. Similarly to 13.2, they look for a formula of the form ∀x F(x),
A1&A2, ¬A in the antecedent. Then, exactly one formula from the antecedent is
chosen: ∀x F(x) is replaced by F(n̄), A1&A2 is replaced by A1 or A2, and ¬A
changes the succedent into A. So, these reduction steps proceed similar to steps
13.2. Nevertheless, there are two crucial differences:

1. We have no freedom of choice. The instance to choose is prescribed by cir-
cumstances of the reduction process and only this possibility counts as a valid
reduction step. On the one hand, instances in steps 13.5 are often determined by
choices in steps 13.2. On the other hand, determined instances in steps 13.5 affect
the choices in steps 13.2. This is not a circle as we will proceed by induction on
the derivation and, roughly speaking, reduction steps for premises of a rule of
inference will affect reduction step for the conclusion of the rule.

2. In some delicate cases, a copy of the reduced formula stays among the antecedent
formulas (Case e2 in Sect. 4.2). Unfortunately, the sequent will not contain fewer
logical operations after the reduction, but we can do without.

Note that there is no reduction step for → 0 = 1.
Why do we have to allow such reduction steps for sequents that do not lower

the amount of logical operations? We intuitively see that steps 13.2 produce a valid
sequent under the assumption that the sequent to reduce is valid.2 If ∀x F(x) holds,
then each instance F(n̄) holds. Therefore, if Γ → ∀x F(x) is valid, so is Γ → F(n̄).

2 A valid sequent has a false formula in the antecedent or a true formula in the succedent.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_4
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We would like to maintain this property in steps 13.5, too. However, these steps are
not as crystal clear as 13.2. The succedent formula is a false atomic sentence, so,
there must be a false formula hidden in the antecedent of a valid sequent. To preserve
the validity of the sequent after the reduction step, we must not delete the false
antecedent formula. If the false formula has the form ∀x F(x), then we must choose
an instance that is false again. If we do not know this instance, we must keep the
whole formula ∀x F(x) so that we can revise our choice later.

The initial sequents that are reduced according to 13.5 never make use of letting the
reduced formula stay in the antecedent. We are always able to find the false instance
of the false formula. The only case where we have to apply this is the case e2: a
reduction of the endsequent that was derived by the chain rule. It keeps the chain
rule correct after the reduction step.

Using the notion of reduction steps for sequents, we shall define reduction steps
for derivations (Sect. 4.2). Recall: These steps change a derivation to another correct
derivation and its endsequent remains the same or will be changed according to
exactly one reduction step for sequents. The entities that are factually reduced all
the time are only sequents and nothing else. However, reducing the sequents in the
context of the whole derivation helps us to assign ordinal numbers to the individual
stages of the reduction in a sensible way. So, we will be able to prove the termination
of the process.

If we combine the way the reduction steps for derivations use the reduction steps
for sequents with the effect of the reduction steps for sequents, then it follows that the
goal of the reductions is to change the sequents from the derivation to such sequents
that contain only atomic sentences. Atomic sentences are not changed anymore and
their validity can be decided.

The last segment of the proof is to show that the reduction process is finite. For
the purpose of demonstrating this, we use the ordinal numbers less than ε0. Gentzen
invented a notation for ordinal numbers based on decimal numbers syntactically
(Sect. 3.1). Each derivation is assigned an ordinal number (Sect. 4.1). This number
represents the complexity of the derivation. The reduction steps for derivations sim-
plify the complexity of derivations: They lower their ordinal numbers (Sect. 4.2).
The ordinal numbers are well-ordered (Sect. 3.3). So, in a finite number of steps, we
will obtain a derivation that is not reducible anymore. It is clear that the endsequent
of this reduced derivation is in endform. If it were not, we would be able to reduce
it again and this would, of course, decrease its ordinal number.

Let us summarize the purpose of the construction: We have a derivation in PA
and this derivation has an endsequent. We have to consider all allowed rules that the
endsequent could have been derived by and define reduction steps for derivations
according to the form of the endsequent. We do this under the assumption that the
endsequent is not in endform. It is possible that the endsequent is a falsity, like
→ 0 = 1. The aim is to show that it cannot be the case, but we do not know this
at the beginning and we must, therefore, take the possibility into account. There
are several possible rules that a falsity could be derived by. The reduction steps
for derivations whose last inference rule is one of these are defined so that the
endsequent remains unchanged. So, we would be able to reduce the derivation of the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_3
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contradiction repeatedly and this would construct an infinite decreasing sequence of
ordinal numbers which is impossible.

2.5 Reduction Steps for Sequents

We use Gentzen’s original numbering 13.2 and 13.5 for referring to reduction steps
for sequents. Gentzen marked with a number almost every paragraph in his arti-
cle (Gentzen 1936) and he did it very meticulously. Paragraphs 1–11 discuss fini-
tistic methods and the necessity for consistency proofs. Paragraph 12 deals with the
removal of the logical operations ∨, ⊃ and ∃ from a derivation. That is why the
numbers of the paragraphs that contain definitions of reduction steps for sequents
are relatively high. Gentzen’s section 13.4 defines the notion of endform.

Reduction steps for sequents without free variables are defined in the following
way:

• 13.21 If the succedent formula is of the form ∀x F(x), it is replaced by the formula
F(n̄) where n̄ is an arbitrary numeral:

Γ → ∀x F(x) � Γ → F(n̄)

• 13.22 If the succedent formula is of the form A&B, it is replaced by the formula
A or B. The reduction is valid for both alternatives:

Γ → A&B � Γ → A or Γ → B

• 13.23 If the succedent formula is of the form ¬A, it is changed to a false atomic
sentence and the formula A is added to the antecedent formulas:

Γ → ¬A � Γ, A → 0 = 1

After these reductions, the sequent has fewer logical operations. If no case men-
tioned above is applicable, the succedent formula of the examined sequent must be
an atomic sentence. If it is a true atomic sentence, the sequent is already in endform
and there is no need to define a reduction step for such a sequent. Assume it is a
false atomic sentence. We go on to define further reduction steps. This time, they are
based on examining the antecedent formulas.

• 13.51 If there is a formula of the form ∀x F(x) among the antecedent formulas,
the sequent acquires one of these forms:

Γ,∀x F(x) → 0 = 1 �

⎧
⎨

⎩

Γ,∀x F(x), F(n̄) → 0 = 1

Γ, F(n̄) → 0 = 1
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It will be specified, for each concrete case, whether the formula ∀x F(x) is deleted
and what numeral n̄ is substituted for x .

• 13.52 If there is a formula of the form A&B among the antecedent formulas, the
sequent acquires one of these forms:

Γ, A&B → 0 = 1 �

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Γ, A&B, A → 0 = 1

Γ, A → 0 = 1

Γ, A&B, B → 0 = 1

Γ, B → 0 = 1

It will be specified, for each concrete case, which possibility should occur. An
alternative reduction would be:

Γ, A&B → 0 = 1 � Γ, A, B → 0 = 1

However, we stick to Gentzen’s definition because of the symmetric treatment of
cases 13.51 and 13.52.

• 13.53 If there is a formula of the form ¬A among the antecedent formulas, the
sequent acquires one of these forms:

Γ,¬A → 0 = 1 �

⎧
⎨

⎩

Γ,¬A → A

Γ → A

It will be specified, for each concrete case, which possibility should occur.

Definition 2.5 The formula used in these reduction steps for sequents is affected
formula.

Thus, the affected formulas in cases 13.51, 13.52 and 13.53 are ∀x F(x), A&B
and ¬A, respectively.

We shall attempt to reduce sequents in such a way that the affected formula
disappears. However, sometimes we will not be able to avoid keeping it among the
antecedent formulas. If a formula that already stands among the antecedent formulas
is created by the reduction, we will not record it again.

These are all the reduction steps for sequents. Note that → 0 = 1 cannot be
reduced and is not in endform.

Let us denote the cases 13.21, 13.22 and 13.23 all at once by the shortcut 13.2,
and similarly for 13.5.
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2.6 Reduction of Initial Sequents to Endform

We define an algorithm for reducing all initial sequents to endform. This algorithm
will be used for defining reduction steps for derivations.

Lemma 2.1 Every initial sequent without free variables can be reduced to endform
in a finite number of steps.

Proof Let us begin with the logical initial sequents. Consider D → D, where D is
a formula that does not contain any free variables. We start by executing steps 13.2
and will carry on until the succedent formula D turns into ¬C or into an atomic
sentence. Then, three cases can occur:

1. If our succedent formula is a true atomic sentence, we have endform.
2. If our succedent formula is a false atomic sentence, the sequent is of the form:

D → m = n with m = n false. This can be replaced by 0 = 1. We go on to reduce
the antecedent formula D: Steps 13.5 are executed. The antecedent formula D has
to be modified in the same way as the succedent formula D was at the beginning
of the process. It means that the same changes have to be applied to the antecedent
formula in the same order as while modifying the succedent formula D according
to steps 13.2. Of course, the same choices have to be made. This leads to endform
because the antecedent formula D becomes a false atomic sentence, too.

3. Assume our succedent formula is ¬C . The sequent is of the form: D → ¬C .
We execute step 13.23 and obtain D, C → 0 = 1. At this point, we apply steps
13.5 under the same conditions as in the second case described: The antecedent
formula D turns into ¬C because the succedent formula D in the original sequent
D → D turned into ¬C after we had executed steps 13.2. Now, we have the sequent
¬C, C → 0 = 1. After executing step 13.53, we obtain C → C . This is a logical
initial sequent. Note that the formula C contains at least one logical operation less
than the formula D. The reason for this is that ¬C resulted from the modification
of D:

|D| ≥ |¬C | > |C |.

The whole process has to be repeated with the sequent C → C . After a finite number
of steps, we reach endform.

Let us look at the mathematical initial sequents → C , where C is an equality
axiom or a Robinson arithmetic axiom. In general, we proceed the way described
below. The only exception is the initial sequent → ∀x(¬x = 0 ⊃ ∃y(S(y) = x)). It
is reduced in Examples 2.2 and 2.3. The reduction proceeds as follows:

• Write the axiom without the logical operations ∨, ⊃ and ∃. This is a preparation
step.

• All variables are bound by the universal quantifiers and all axioms are in prenex
normal form. It is clear that the first reduction steps will be 13.21: We substitute
numerals for all variables. These steps lead to sequents without any variables. Free
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variables were not there anyway and a removal of all bound variables is what we
just did.

• We go on to execute steps 13.2 until it is impossible. Note that if we apply step
13.2 to a valid sequent, we obtain a valid sequent again. It is evident that all
mathematical initial sequents are valid.

• At some point, when it becomes necessary to use step 13.5 for the first time, we
have a valid sequent whose succedent formula is a false atomic sentence. It means
that there is at least one false antecedent formula in the sequent. We are able to find
out which one is false because the whole sequent does not contain any variables.
This false antecedent formula will be used as the affected formula (Definition 2.5)
in the following reduction step. If there is a choice to make, we make it in the way
that guarantee the falsity of the formula created by the reduction step.

• The formula affected by the reduction is always deleted and never stays among
the antecedent formulas. �	

Example 2.1 Let us reduce the sequent → ∀x∀y(S(x) = S(y) ⊃ x = y).

• → ∀x∀y ¬(S(x) = S(y) & ¬x = y) Preparation, removal of the operation ⊃.
• → ¬(S(0) = S(0) & ¬0 = 0) steps 13.21
• S(0) = S(0) & ¬0 = 0 → 0 = 1 step 13.23
• ¬0 = 0 → 0 = 1 step 13.52
• → 0 = 0 step 13.53

Example 2.2 Let us reduce the sequent → ∀x(¬x = 0 ⊃ ∃y(S(y) = x)).

• → ∀x¬(¬x = 0 & ∀y¬(S(y) = x)) Preparation, removal of the operation ⊃.
• → ¬(¬0 = 0 & ∀y¬(S(y) = 0)) step 13.21
• ¬0 = 0 & ∀y¬(S(y) = 0) → 0 = 1 step 13.23
• ¬0 = 0 → 0 = 1 step 13.52
• → 0 = 0 step 13.53

Example 2.3 Let us give another reduction for the sequent → ∀x(¬x = 0 ⊃
∃y(S(y) = x)).

• → ∀x¬(¬x = 0 & ∀y¬(S(y) = x)) Preparation, removal of the operation ⊃.
• → ¬(¬5̄ = 0 & ∀y¬(S(y) = 5̄)) step 13.21
• ¬5̄ = 0 & ∀y¬(S(y) = 5̄) → 0 = 1 step 13.23
• ∀y¬(S(y) = 5̄) → 0 = 1 step 13.52
• ¬(S(4̄) = 5̄) → 0 = 1 step 13.51
• → S(4̄) = 5̄ step 13.53

Note that we have to reach endform no matter what we have chosen in steps 13.21
and 13.22. Compare Examples 2.2 and 2.3.

In the remaining part of this section, we show how sequents A&B → A;
∀x F(x) → F(n̄); A, B → (A&B); A, ¬A → 0 = 1; ¬¬A → A can be
reduced to endform. We need this because they will be used later, some of them
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modified a little. Let us call them groundsequents. Note that they are all derivable in
NLK.

Lemma 2.2 Let the groundsequents A&B → A; ∀x F(x) → F(n̄); A, B →
(A&B); A, ¬A → 0 = 1; ¬¬A → A be without free variables. Then they can be
reduced to endform in a finite number of steps.

Proof Let us analyse the groundsequents individually:
1. A&B → A; ∀x F(x) → F(n̄): These groundsequents occur whenever steps

13.22 and 13.21 are applied to the logical initial sequents A&B → A&B and
∀x F(x) → ∀x F(x), respectively. After that, the reduction method is the same as if
we continued reducing the mentioned initial sequents.

2. A, B → (A&B): First, we apply step 13.22 to this groundsequent. The result
is A, B → A or A, B → B depending on our choice. Second, we continue reducing
as if we had one of these logical initial sequents: A → A; B → B. There is a
redundant antecedent formula in our sequent, but it does not matter. It is not used
while reducing.

3. A, ¬A → 0 = 1: After applying step 13.53, we simply reduce the logical
initial sequent A → A.

4. ¬¬A → A: We apply steps 13.2 until the succedent formula A turns into an
atomic sentence or has the form ¬C . We have to examine three possibilities:

• If the succedent formula is a true atomic sentence, we reached endform.
• If the succedent formula is a false atomic sentence, we obtained the sequent

¬¬A → 0 = 1. We use step 13.53 and have → ¬A. After that, we use step
13.23. It leads to A → 0 = 1. We know that the formula A changed to a false
atomic sentence after steps 13.2 had been applied. It implies that reducing the ini-
tial sequent A → A according to the algorithm described in the proof of Lemma
2.1 would lead to the sequent A → 0 = 1, and this is exactly the sequent that we
currently have. So, we go on to reduce it as if we had started with A → A.

• Assume finally that the succedent formula turned into ¬C . We obtained ¬¬A →
¬C . The series of reduction steps: 13.23 〈¬¬A, C → 0 = 1〉, 13.53 〈C → ¬A〉,
13.23 〈A, C → 0 = 1〉 leads to the sequents in brackets, respectively. Note that
formula A acquired the form ¬C after reduction steps 13.2 had been applied. And
this is the point again. We can imagine that we had reduced the initial sequent
A → A all the time. Since we obtained A, C → 0 = 1, it is now sufficient to
follow the steps of the algorithm for reducing the logical initial sequents. �	
We know how to reduce an initial sequent and a groundsequent to endform in a

finite number of steps. Especially important is that the formula affected by the reduc-
tion step always disappears. This ensures that the number of the logical operations
in the reduced sequent decreases after each step.
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2.7 Definition of a New Derivation

We are going to change the allowed initial sequents and the rules of inference for the
sake of simplifying the definition of reduction steps for derivations. In this way, we
obtain the notion of new derivation. Furthermore, we show that each old derivation
can be transformed into a new derivation in such a way that both have identical
endsequents. This is needed because we do not want to lose any sequent derivable
in PA.

New derivation is a treelike structure that consists of sequents. Every sequent is a
new initial sequent or is derived from previous sequents by a new rule of inference.

The new mathematical initial sequents are all old mathematical initial sequents,
after the logical operations ∨, ⊃ and ∃ were removed from them, and all sequents
that result from applying to them a finite number of reduction steps for sequents.

New logical initial sequents are, first, all old logical initial sequents and ground-
sequents:

• D → D
• A&B → A
• A&B → B
• A, B → A&B
• ∀x F(x) → F(t)
• A, ¬A → 0 = 1
• ¬¬A → A

Second, we take all sequents that result from applying a finite number of reduction
steps for sequents to the list above.

We take just two old inference rules, namely ∀-introduction and the induction
rule, among the new rules. Furthermore, we define two new rules: a chain rule
(Kettenschluß) and a negation rule. The negation rule is of the form:

Γ, A → 0 = 1

Γ → ¬A

So, we have four rules allowed in a new derivation: ∀-introduction, the induction
rule, the negation rule and the chain rule.

2.8 Chain Rule

Informally, the chain rule is a generalized cut. Let us explain how it works before we
give a formal definition:

Let a sequence of sequents Γ1 → A1..Γn → An be given, with n ≥ 1. This
sequence represents the premises of the chain rule. Let us describe how the chain
rule derives a conclusion from them. Pick out one sequent from the premises, assume
it is Γi → Ai , for some i ≤ n. This sequent is called the main premise. The succedent
formula of the conclusion is the same as the succedent formula of the main premise.
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If Ai is a false atomic sentence, we can use an arbitrary false atomic sentence instead
of Ai . The antecedent formulas of the conclusion are created as follows: Take all
formulas from Γ1 ..Γi and arrange them arbitrarily. Each formula has to be marked, so
that we know which sequence Γ j it comes from. For example, a formula B j originates
from the sequence Γ j . Now, we go through the sequence of the arranged formulas.
Assume the formula B j is in turn. If B j is already among the antecedent formulas
of the conclusion, we do not put it there again. If B j is the succedent formula of any
sequent indexed by k < j , we do not put it there either. In other cases, B j has to be
written among the antecedent formulas of the conclusion. Finally, we are allowed to
put arbitrary formulas among the antecedent formulas of the conclusion and rename
bound variables. The chain rule is given by the following scheme:

Γ1 → A1 .. Γi → Ai ..Γn → An

Δ → Ai

The main premise is placed in a frame to make the use of the chain rule clearer.
The premises that stand on the right of the main premise are not used, but we cannot
delete them as the ordinal numbers of their derivations are used while reducing the
whole derivation.

A formal definition follows:

Definition 2.6 Chain rule is of the form:

Γ1 → A1 .. Γi → Ai ..Γn → An

Δ → Ai

Here i ≤ n and all formulas in Γk are among Δ, A1, .., Ak−1 for k = 1, .., i . The
premise Γi → Ai is called the main premise.

Example 2.4
A, B → D A → B D, E → C D → E

A, B, E → C

Explanation:

1. The sequent D, E → C is the main premise.
2. The premise D → E has no effect because it stands on the right of the main

premise.
3. The sequent A, B, E → C is the conclusion. Note that its succedent formula is

the same as in the main premise, namely C .
4. Formulas relevant to the antecedent of the conclusion are: A, B, A, D, E . They

are the antecedent formulas of the premises: A, B → D; A → B; D, E → C .
Assume we have ordered them the way written earlier. It is necessary to examine
which of them we should include in the antecedent of the conclusion.
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5. The first is A. It is neither in the antecedent of the conclusion nor in the succedent
of any premise situated on the left of A, B → D, because there is no premise
on the left of the first one. We include A in the conclusion.

6. The second is B. The same case as the previous one.
7. The third is A. There is already a formula A among the antecedent formulas of

the conclusion. So, we do not duplicate its occurrence.
8. The fourth is D. A formula D is the succedent formula of the premise A, B → D

situated on the left of the sequent where our D comes from. That is why we do
not put D among the antecedent formulas of the conclusion.

9. The fifth is E . This is a case similar to item 5. Note that to make a decision
whether to put E among the antecedent formulas of the conclusion, we must
examine the succedent formulas of the premises on the left of the main premise,
because E comes from the main premise.

10. We did not use the option of adding additional formulas among the antecedent
of the conclusion.

Lemma 2.3 Let a sequence of sequents Γ1 → A1.. Γm → Am be given, with m ≥ 1.
We apply the chain rule twice using this sequence as the premises. First, the main
premise is Γn → An , for some n ≤ m and we obtain Γ → An. For the second time,
the main premise is Γi → Ai , for some i < n. We obtain Γ � → Ai . If no additional
formulas are put among the antecedent formulas of the conclusions, this is generally
allowed by the chain rule, then all formulas in Γ � are contained in Γ .

Proof The first application of the chain rule has the form:

Γ1 → A1 ..Γi → Ai .. Γn → An , Γn+1 → An+1 ..

Γ → An

The second application of the chain rule has the form:

Γ1 → A1 .. Γi → Ai ..Γn → An, Γn+1 → An+1 ..

Γ � → Ai

We use indirect proof. Assume there is a formula B such that B ∈ Γ � and B �∈ Γ .
Then we have B ∈ Γ1 or .. or B ∈ Γi , as B ∈ Γ �. However, B �∈ Γ and this
implies that B must have been deleted in the first chain rule. This is possible only
when B occurs as the succedent formula in some sequent that stands on the left of
the premise that contains B among its antecedent formulas. This would cause that
B would also have been deleted in the second chain rule and hence would not be in
Γ �. This contradicts our assumption B ∈ Γ �. �	

We would like to show now that every old derivation can be translated into a new
derivation.

Lemma 2.4 Each old derivation can be transformed into a new derivation in such
a way that the endsequents are the same in both.
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Proof Let us take an old derivation. The logical and the mathematical initial sequents
in the old derivation are correct initial sequents for a new derivation. There are, of
course, other rules in our old derivation that are not allowed to occur in a new
derivation. They will therefore be replaced, especially by the chain rule. We begin
with the structural rules:

• Exchange: Γ, A, B,Δ→C
Γ, B, A,Δ→C , the main premise of the chain rule is the only premise

of the structural rule. The chain rule allows us to arrange the formulas in the
antecedent of the conclusion arbitrarily. So, we choose the way that creates the
right conclusion.

• Contraction: Γ, A, A,Δ→B
Γ, A,Δ→B , the main premise of the chain rule is the only premise of

the structural rule. The chain rule prescribes not to double the antecedent formulas
of the conclusion. Thus, we must leave out the second occurrence of formula A.

• Weakening: Γ →B
Γ, A→B is changed into

A → A Γ → B

Γ, A → B

• Renaming of bound variables: Γ,∀x F(x),Δ→A
Γ,∀yF(y),Δ→A , the main premise of the chain rule is

the only premise of the structural rule. The antecedent formulas of the conclusion
are ordered in the same way as the antecedent formulas of the main premise. The
chain rule allows us to rename the bound variable x .

There are five logical rules that are not allowed in a new derivation, but they
can occur in an old derivation. These rules are: &-introduction, &-elimination, ∀-
elimination, ¬-introduction, ¬-elimination. In order to remove them, we replace
them by the chain rule:

• &-introduction: Γ →A Θ→B
Γ,Θ→A&B �

Γ →A Θ→B A, B → A&B

Γ,Θ→A&B

• &-elimination: Γ →A&B
Γ →A � Γ →A&B A&B → A

Γ →A

• ∀-elimination: Γ →∀x F(x)
Γ →F(t) �

Γ →∀x F(x) ∀x F(x) → F(t)

Γ →F(t)

• ¬-introduction: A,Γ →B A,Δ→¬B
Γ,Δ→¬A �

A,Γ →B A,Δ→¬B B, ¬B → 0 = 1

Γ,Δ,A→0=1
Γ,Δ→¬A

• ¬-elimination: Γ →¬¬A
Γ →A � Γ →¬¬A ¬¬A → A

Γ →A

The main premises of the chain rules above are groundsequents. We used the
negation rule in the last step while simulating the ¬-introduction. �	

In the following chapters, we are going to work with new derivations.
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Chapter 3
Ordinal Numbers

Abstract Gentzen’s representation of ordinal numbers less than ε0, which is based
on decimal numbers syntactically, is given. Systems σ which provide information
about the ordering of the numbers in Gentzen’s notation are introduced. The rela-
tionship between Gentzen’s representation and Cantor normal form is analysed with
the help of systems σ and a recursive algorithm for translating Gentzen’s notation to
Cantor normal form is defined. Furthermore, correctness of this algorithm is proved
and some easy examples of how it works are presented.

Keywords Ordinals · Constructive ordinals · Ordinal numbers · Ordinal numbers
less than ε0 · Gentzen’s representation of ordinal numbers · Cantor normal form ·
Well-ordering · Transfinite induction

3.1 Definition

We shall demonstrate that repeated reductions of a derivation lead to a derivation
whose endsequent is in endform. Therefore, we need to show that every reduction step
for derivations makes the derivation simpler in some way. Every derivation gets an
ordinal number assigned which represents how complex the derivation is. Reduction
steps for derivations will be defined to lower the ordinal numbers of derivations.
Ordinal numbers are well-ordered and do not build an infinite decreasing sequence.
So, in a finite number of steps, a derivation will be reached that we are unable to
reduce. The endsequent of this derivation is in endform. If it were not, there would
be a reduction step available that would decrease the ordinal number again.

A definition of Gentzen’s notation of ordinal numbers less than ε0 follows. Let us
call them just ordinal numbers.
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and his Representation of Constructive Ordinals, SpringerBriefs in Philosophy,
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Definition 3.1 Ordinal numbers are some of the positive decimal numbers (gewisse
positive endliche Dezimalbrüche). The part that stands on the left of the decimal mark
is called a numerus (Numerus).1 The part that stands on the right of the decimal mark
is called a mantissa (Mantisse):

ρ.m

�� ��
numerus mantissa

Assume m1 and m2 are mantissae. If for the decimal numbers 0.m1 and 0.m2 it
holds that 0.m1 < 0.m2, we say that the mantissa m1 is smaller than the mantissa m2:
m1 < m2.

• Ordinal numbers with the numerus 0 are: 0.1, 0.11, 0.111 .. 0.2. These are all
numbers whose mantissa contains only a finite number of digits 1. The number
0.2 is the only number with the numerus 0 that contains a digit other than 1 in its
mantissa.

• Assume that the numbers with the numerus ρ are defined. Take an arbitrary finite
number k ≥ 1 of ordinal numbers with the numerus ρ that are all different from
each other and order their mantissae according to their values: from the greatest
to the smallest. Assume their ordered mantissae are: m1 > m2 > .. > mk .

A new ordinal number with the numerus ρ + 1 is created this way:

ρ + 1 . m1 0 ..0︸︷︷︸
Write exactly ρ + 1
0’s between each pair
of the mantissae.

m2 0 ..0 m3 ..mk

We do not add the digits 0 to the end of any mantissa. Although its value would
not change, we require that it is defined unambiguously. If we have a number with
numerus ρ + 1, it is easy to find out which numbers with numerus ρ it was made
from.

Note that only the digits 0, 1 and 2 are allowed to be in a mantissa. Furthermore,
the digits 1 and 2 are never immediate neighbours. It holds true because the mantissa
of each number with the numerus 0 consists purely of 1’s or of the solitary digit 2.
The other ordinal numbers are composed of the mantissae of some numbers with a
smaller numerus and these mantissae are separated by sequences of 0’s.

Ordinal numbers are ordered in the same way as we would order them if they
were decimal numbers. We assume the standard order of decimal numbers.

Example 3.1

• The number 1.1102 does not represent an ordinal number. It is built of the ordinal
numbers 0.11 and 0.2, but their mantissae are not ordered.

1 Latin: number.
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• The number 1.202 does not represent an ordinal number. It is built of the ordinal
number 0.2, but this number was used twice. It is not allowed. All mantissae that
we create a new number from must be different.

• The number 1.20011 does not represent an ordinal number. It is built of the ordinal
numbers 0.2 and 0.11. Their mantissae are ordered. However, the mantissa 20011
contains this wrong sequence 00. A sequence that consists of 0’s cannot be longer
than the value of the numerus. Note that the maximal sequence of 0’s can be shorter
than the value of the numerus. It occurs when the new ordinal number is built of
only a single ordinal number with a smaller numerus. This is clear: We had just
one mantissa so we did not need to use separating sequences of 0’s. For instance,
let us look at the number 2.201. It is correct and was built of 1.201. For creating
1.201, we used 0.2 and 0.1.

• The number 3.20111101002001110100011 does represent an ordinal number. It
is built of the numbers 2.201111010020011101 and 2.11. The first one is built of
1.20111101, 1.2 and 1.11101. It is clear that the second one is built of 1.11.

3.2 About the Ordering

Assume α = (ρ.m) is an ordinal number with a numerus ρ ≥ 0 and with a man-
tissa m. Let us define a system σ(α) that belongs to α:

α � σ(α)

Here σ(α) is a system that contains such ordinal numbers with the numerus ρ+1 that
have the following property: The greatest mantissa used for creating them is exactly
the same as the ordinal number α has. Assume there is a number β in the system
σ(α). So, if we reformulate it a little, it means that the ordinal number α is one of
the ordinal numbers with the numerus ρ which were used for building β and the
mantissa of α is the greatest among the mantissae which participated in building β:

σ(α) = {(ρ + 1.m̄) | m̄ = m 0 ..0︸︷︷︸
ρ+1

..}

We emphasize that the mantissa m̄ begins with the mantissa m, the mantissa of α,
and the rest can be arbitrary (provided that a correct ordinal number will be created).
Every ordinal number with the numerus ρ + 1 belongs to such a system and this
system is given unambiguously. The idea of systems σ comes from Gentzen.

Lemma 3.1 Let α1 and α2 be ordinal numbers. Then:

α1 < α2 implies ∀β1 ∈ σ(α1) ∀β2 ∈ σ(α2) (β1 < β2).

Proof When we consider the assumption α1 < α2, two possibilities can occur:
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• The numbers α1 and α2 have the same numerus ρ and the mantissa of α1 is smaller
than the mantissa of α2. It follows that both β1 and β2 have the same numerus
ρ + 1. The mantissa of β1 begins with the mantissa of α1 and the mantissa of
β2 begins with the mantissa of α2. Since the mantissa of α1 is smaller than the
mantissa of α2, we obtain β1 < β2.

• The number α1 has a smaller numerus than α2. It is obvious that the numerus of
β1 is smaller than the numerus of β2 and that is why β1 is smaller than β2. ��
It follows that the ordering of the ordinal numbers can be extended to an ordering

of the systems σ in a very nice and natural way.
Let us investigate the ordering of the numbers within a single system σ(α). The

smallest number in this system is α+1. The other numbers are built of α+1 by adding
to the end of the mantissa a sequence of 0’s that is ρ + 1 in length. Furthermore, we
have to add the mantissa of an ordinal number with the numerus ρ +1 that is smaller
than α + 1 to this sequence of 0’s:

α = (ρ.m)
the smallest in σ(α)� α + 1 = (ρ + 1.m)

β = (ρ + 1.m̄),β < (α + 1) � γ = ρ + 1.m 0 ..0︸︷︷︸
ρ+1

m̄, γ ∈ σ(α)

Note that there is a connection between the way the ordinal numbers < α+1 with
the numerus ρ + 1 are ordered and the ordering of the members in the system σ(α).

3.3 The Relationship Between Gentzen’s Notation and Standard
Notation of Ordinal Numbers

We show that Gentzen’s representation covers exactly ordinal numbers less than ε0.

Definition 3.2 ε0 is the supremum of the sequence ω,ωω, ω(ωω), ω(ω(ωω)) . . .

Definition 3.3 We say that two ordered sets a and b have the same order type
whenever they are isomorphic, i.e., there exists a bijection f : a → b such that both
f and f −1 are order-preserving.

For a discussion of ordinal numbers and ordinal arithmetic see Jech (2003).
The following relationship was mentioned as a footnote in Gentzen (1936) on

p. 555. However, Gentzen did not provide any proof.

Theorem 3.1 The ordinal numbers with the numerus ρ are of an order type 2α where
α is the order type of the ordinal numbers with the numerus ρ − 1:
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numerus 0 � type ω + 1

numerus 1 � type 2ω+1 = ω + ω

numerus 2 � type 2ω+ω = ω · ω

numerus 3 � type 2ω·ω = ωω

numerus 4 � type 2(ωω) = ω(ωω)

...

Proof The ordinal numbers with the numerus 0 have the order type ω + 1 because
of the following isomorphism:

0.1
↓
0

0.11
↓
1

0.111
↓
2

0.1111
↓
3

..
0.2
↓
ω

This ordering corresponds to the order type ω + 1 because ω + 1 as a set contains
all natural numbers and their limit ω, too.

Let us deal with the ordinal numbers with the numerus 1. As said, their order type
is ω + ω. To prove this, we are going to construct them with the help of the systems
σ . Each system is numbered by its index:

0. σ(0.1) = {1.1}
1. σ(0.11) = {1.11, 1.1101}
2. σ(0.111) = {1.111, 1.11101, 1.111011, 1.11101101}
3. σ(0.1111) = {1.1111, 1.111101, 1.1111011, 1.111101101, 1.11110111,

1.1111011101, 1.11110111011, 1.1111011101101}
...

ω. σ (0.2) = {1.2, 1.201, 1.2011, 1.201101, 1.20111, 1.2011101, 1.20111011,

1.2011101101, 1.201111, 1.20111101, ..}
We prove by induction on the index of the system that every system except σ(0.2)

has just a finite number of elements, namely 2n , where n is the index of the given
system.

We have obviously: |σ(0.1)| = 1 = 20. Assume that the systems with the indices
j < i < ω contain 2 j elements, respectively. Let us calculate how many elements
there are in the system with the index i . The smallest number in this system is fresh
unlike the other numbers that are based on the numbers from the previous systems:
Every number from every previous system gave birth to exactly one number from
the examined system with the index i . The system with the index i has therefore

1 + 20 + 21 + 22 + .. + 2i−1 = 1 + 2i −1
2−1 · 1 = 1 + 2i − 1 = 2i elements.
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If we take all numbers from these finite systems and order them as if they were
decimal numbers, we see that the order type of this union is ω. The way the system
σ(0.2) is created reveals that its order type is 1 + ω = ω.

It follows that the order type of the ordinal numbers with the numerus 1 is ω +ω:

�

�

�

�

ω ω

σ(0.1) σ (0.11) σ (0.111) .. σ(0.2)

�� �� �� ���� ��� �����

We have: 2ω+1 = 2ω · 2 = sup{2n; n < ω} · 2 = ω · 2 = ω + ω. Since ω + 1 is
the order type of the numbers with the numerus 0 and ω + ω is the order type of the
numbers with the numerus 1, we obtained our desired result.

Let us continue with the induction argument. Assume that the ordinal numbers
with the numerus ρ have an order type α. We wish to show that the ordinal numbers
with the numerus ρ+1 have the order type 2α . The ordinal numbers with the numerus
ρ + 1 can be created from the ordinal numbers with the numerus ρ as a union of the
systems σ :

σ(ρ.m0) σ (ρ.m1) σ (ρ.m2) ..σ (ρ.mn) ..σ (ρ.mω) ..

These systems are ordered as the ordinal numbers with the numerus ρ. They are of
the order type α. Similar to the finite systems, we want to show that a system with
the index β has the order type 2β . We already have it for the indices 0, 1, .. ω. Let
us take β > ω and assume that it holds for every system whose index is smaller than
β. The number β is either a successor ordinal or a limit ordinal.

• Assume that β is a successor ordinal. Then a number γ exists such that β = γ +1.
The induction hypothesis tells us that the order type of the system with the index
γ is 2γ . Note: The initial segment of the system with the index β is of the order
type 2γ too, because its origin is based on elements in the same previous systems
as those which were used for building the whole system with the index γ . The
mentioned initial segment is followed by elements that are built of the numbers
contained in the system with the index γ itself. Finally, we obtain that the system
σ(ρ.mβ) is of the order type 2γ + 2γ = 2γ · 2 = 2γ+1 = 2β .

• Assume that β is a limit ordinal. The induction hypothesis tells us that the order
type of any system with the index γ < β is 2γ . The order type of the system with
the index β is the same as if we put all elements from the systems with the indices
γ < β in a row. Actually, each system is constructed in this way. It means that
the order type of the system with the index β is the supremum of the ordinals that
represent the order types of all systems with an index below β: sup{2γ ; γ < β} =
2β . The equality is apparent from the definition of exponentiation.

Let us create now an imaginary system. Its index will be α and it will contain the
ordered elements from the systems σ which belong to the numbers with the numerus
ρ and whose indices are γ < α. It means that it will contain all ordinal numbers
with the numerus ρ + 1. Note: This imaginary system is created in the same way as
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every system that precedes it. Therefore, we know that the order type of this system
must be 2α where α is its index. However, α is the order type of the numbers with
the numerus ρ. This is our desired result. ��

3.4 An Algorithm for Translating Gentzen’s Notation of Ordinal
Numbers to Cantor Normal Form

We shall present an algorithm that translates every ordinal number written in
Gentzen’s notation to Cantor normal form.

Definition 3.4 The Cantor normal form of an ordinal number β > 0 is

β =
n∑

i=1

ωδi · vi

where n, vi 	= 0; n, vi ∈ ω; δ1 > δ2 > .. > δn .

Every system of ordinal numbers with a particular numerus ρ has its smallest
number ρ.1. Based on the previous section, we know which Cantor normal form
belongs to these smallest numbers:

• 0.1 has 0
• 1.1 has ω + 1
• 2.1 has ω · 3
• 3.1 has ω · ω

• 4.1 has ωω

• 5.1 has ω(ωω)

• ..

Now, we have an estimate for intervals which we want to map the systems with
different numeri onto. Let us introduce the steps of the algorithm:

• We have a number ρ.m whose Cantor normal form is to be determined. Find out
the numbers (ρ − 1.m1) >..> (ρ − 1.mn) that the number ρ.m is composed of.
Determine the numbers a1 >..> an which indicate the positions of (ρ−1.m1)..(ρ−
1.mn) in the system of the numbers with the numerus ρ−1. It means that a1..an are
not their global positions in the ordering of all ordinal numbers. They are relevant
just to the system of the numbers with the particular numerus ρ − 1.

• If ai is finite, define bi = 2ai − 1. Otherwise, bi = 2ai .
• The Cantor normal form, which we are looking for, is the result of the following

ordinal addition:

(ω + 1) + (ω + ω) + (ω · ω) + . . . + γ
︸︷︷︸

ordering of the
numbers with the
numerus ρ − 1

+ (b1 + 1) + (b2 + 1) + . . . + bn
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Note that this is a recursive algorithm. To determine the positions a1..an , we have to
calculate the Cantor normal formsβ1..βn which correspond to (ρ−1.m1)..(ρ−1.mn).
This is possible because we reach numbers with the numerus 0 in the worst case during
the calculation and we know their positions in their corresponding system. Since we
are familiar with the number δ that corresponds to (ρ − 1).1, we are able to find the
only one ai such that

δ + ai = βi

What is the intuitive idea behind this algorithm? First, we sum up the order types
of all systems that have a smaller numerus than the number ρ.m we examine. Second,
we have to focus on the system with the numerus ρ itself and investigate the line we
jumped in order to get directly to ρ.m. It is helpful to consider the way new numbers
are generated. Let us look at this easy example:

The number 1.1111011101 is made from α1 = 0.1111, α2 = 0.111 and α3 = 0.1.
If we consider the system with the numerus 0, we find out that the position of α1 in
this particular system is 3. It means that there are three smaller mantissae available
for creating ordinal numbers with the numerus 1. Numbers built of these smaller
mantissae will be smaller than 1.1111011101 for sure. Three smaller mantissae we
are talking about are 111, 11, 1 and new numbers with the numerus 1 smaller than
1.1111011101 are created this way:

111 11 1

	
	
	
	


�
�
�
��

no

yes

�
��

�
��

�
��

�
��

no

yes

no

yes

����

����

����

����

no –

yes 1.1

no 1.11

yes 1.1101

no 1.111

yes 1.11101

no 1.111011

yes 1.11101101

Their order type is 23 −1 = 7 because the item ‘no, no, no’ is not a mantissa. The
next possibility we have to take into account is the number 1.1111. This is the reason
why there is the expression ‘+1’ in the algorithm. We continue the same way: The
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second mantissa to examine is that of α2 = 0.111. Its position in the system with the
numerus 0 is 2:

Since the item ‘yes, no, no’ was taken into account in the last step, their order
type is 22 −1 = 3. We must not forget about the possibility 1.11110111 itself. When
we try to examine the mantissa of α3 = 0.1, we discover that there are no smaller
mantissae than this one in the system with the numerus 0. The calculation matches
this fact: 20 −1. No ‘+1’ occurs behind this last expression because this would stand
for the whole examined mantissa 1111011101 itself and we are interested only in
mantissae that are smaller.

The ‘−1’ followed by the ‘+1’ looks unnatural, but we want to keep it, to maintain
the similarity with the notation for the infinite case.

To recapitulate the idea demonstrated with the help of this example, we can say
that numbers with the same numerus as the examined number that are smaller than
this one are created as finite decreasing sequences of numbers under a particular
ceiling n. When the ceiling n is finite, there exist as many of these sequences as there
are non-empty subsets. In the infinite case, we have to prove that the order type of
these finite decreasing sequences is 2n . We consider the lexicographical ordering.

It is enough to show the following theorem to prove the correctness of the algo-
rithm:

Theorem 3.2 Let a number (ρ−1.m) have position α in the system of numbers with
the numerus ρ −1. Then there are numbers with numerus ρ −1 that are smaller than
(ρ − 1.m) and their order type is α. We can make ordinal numbers with numerus
ρ from their mantissae, and these numbers have the order type 2α if α is infinite.
Otherwise, their order type is 2α − 1.
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Proof We prove the claim by transfinite induction on α.
Assume that α = 0. Hence, the examined number is of the form (ρ − 1).1 and

there are no smaller numbers with the numerus ρ − 1. That is why we are not able
to build a number with the numerus ρ of numbers standing before (ρ − 1).1. In fact,
20 − 1 = 0.

We are going to use a helpful relation in the following reasoning (preliminary
remark). Let us explain it now: Imagine that we have a number (ρ − 1.m̄) whose
position in the system of numbers with the numerus ρ − 1 is γ . It is, of course,
possible to make numbers with the numerus ρ from the numbers with the numerus
ρ − 1 that are smaller than (ρ − 1.m̄). Furthermore, we have that the order type
of the new numbers is 2γ or (2γ − 1), depending on whether γ is finite or infinite.
Let us denote this order type by δ. Now, let us incorporate the mantissa m̄ into the
numbers we created in such a way that they remain correct ordinal numbers with the
numerus ρ. We know that a new mantissa is made from smaller ones which have to
be organized from the greatest to the smallest. It follows that we are obliged to add
m̄ to the beginning of the existing mantissae:

(ρ.m1), (ρ.m2) . . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸

order type δ

� (ρ.m̄), (ρ.m̄ 0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ

m1), (ρ.m̄ 0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ

m2) . . .

︸ ︷︷ ︸
order type δ

Let us continue with the analysis of what α may be. Assume that α is a finite
successor ordinal. Then, a number α′ exists such that α = α′ + 1. The number
(ρ − 1.m) has a predecessor (ρ − 1.m′) whose position in the system of numbers
with the numerus ρ − 1 is α′. We use the induction hypothesis and the preliminary
remark. It is easy to obtain that the order type of the numbers with the numerus ρ

that have been built of mantissae smaller than m is

(2α′ − 1) + 1 + (2α′ − 1) = 2α′ · 2 − 1 = 2α′+1 − 1 = 2α − 1.

Assume that α is an infinite successor ordinal. Then, α = α′ +1 and α′ is infinite,
too. The number (ρ − 1.m) has a predecessor (ρ − 1.m′) whose position in the
system of numbers with the numerus ρ − 1 is α′. The induction hypothesis and the
preliminary remark tell us that the order type of the numbers with the numerus ρ that
have been built of mantissae smaller than m is

2α′ + (1 + 2α′
) = 2α′ + 2α′ = 2α′ · 2 = 2α′+1 = 2α.

Assume that α is a limit ordinal. Then, there exist smaller numbers with the
numerus ρ − 1 before (ρ − 1.m) whose order type is α:

(ρ − 1.m1), (ρ − 1.m2), (ρ − 1.m3), . . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸

order type α

(ρ − 1.m)
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Our plan is to make mantissae for numbers with the numerus ρ from them and
find out what kind of order type these numbers have, considered altogether as one
lexicographically ordered sequence. We know that the induction hypothesis holds
for every γ < α. Based on the preliminary remark, the order type of the numbers
with the numerus ρ that have been made from the numbers with the numerus ρ − 1
smaller than (ρ − 1.m) is

ω +
∑

ω≤i<α

(1 + 2i ) = ω +
∑

ω≤i<α

2i = ω + 2ω + 2ω+1 + . . . + 2ω+n + . . .

The last thing is to calculate the result. We use the lemma:

Lemma 3.2 Let ᾱ be an ordinal number in Cantor normal form. Then we have:
ω + ∑

ω≤i<ᾱ 2i = 2ᾱ .

Proof We show this by transfinite induction on ᾱ.
Let us take the smallest possible ᾱ = ω + 1. We obtain ω + 2ω = ω · 2 = 2ω+1.

Assume now that ᾱ is a successor ordinal. It is clear that there is a number δ such
that δ + 1 = ᾱ. We have:

ω + . . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸

IH: 2δ

+2δ = 2δ · 2 = 2δ+1 = 2ᾱ

Assume that ᾱ is a limit ordinal. The induction hypotheses tell us that ω +∑
ω≤i<ᾱ 2i = sup {2i , i < ᾱ}. According to the definition of exponentiation, it

is equal to 2ᾱ .
Now, it is easy to see that ω + ∑

ω≤i<α 2i = 2α which is our desired result. ��
Let us present some examples of how the algorithm works:

Example 3.2 Let us examine the number 2.201. It is built of 1.201 whose position
in the system with the numerus 1 is ω + 1. The Cantor normal form that corresponds
to 2.201 is:

(ω + 1) + (ω + ω) + 2ω+1

= ω · 3 + (2ω · 2)

= ω · 3 + ω · 2 = ω · 5

Example 3.3 Let us examine the number 2.2001. It is built of 1.2 and 1.1 whose
positions in the system with the numerus 1 are ω and 0, respectively. The Cantor
normal form that corresponds to 2.2001 is:

(ω + 1) + (ω + ω) + (2ω + 1) + (20 − 1)

= ω · 3 + (ω + 1) = ω · 4 + 1
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Example 3.4 Let us examine the number 3.2010002001. It is built of 2.201 and
2.2001 whose positions a1 and a2 in the system with the numerus 2 have to be
determined. We know their corresponding Cantor normal forms, so, we are looking
for a1 and a2 such that

ω · 3 + a1 = ω · 5

ω · 3 + a2 = ω · 4 + 1

It follows that the positions of 2.201 and 2.2001 in the system with the numerus 2 are
a1 = ω · 2 and a2 = ω + 1, respectively. The Cantor normal form that corresponds
to 3.2010002001 is:

(ω + 1) + (ω + ω) + (ω · ω) + (2ω·2 + 1) + 2ω+1

= ω2 + ((2ω)2 + 1) + (2ω · 2)

= ω2 + ω2 + ω · 2 = ω2 · 2 + ω · 2
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Chapter 4
Consistency Proof

Abstract Gentzen’s consistency proof of 1936 is explained in full detail. The chapter
begins with the method of assigning ordinal numbers in Gentzen’s representation
to derivations. The second part introduces reduction steps for derivations whose
endsequent is not in endform and shows, at the same time, that every reduction
lowers the ordinal number of the given derivation. The proof consists in analysing
cases according to the last inference rule that is used in the derivation to reduce. We
obtain the consistency of arithmetic in this way as the derivation of → 0 = 1 would
be reduced infinitely many times. Hence, we would construct an infinite decreasing
sequence of ordinal numbers which is not possible.

Keywords Consistency of arithmetic · Consistency proof of 1936 · Gentzen’s
consistency proofs · Reduction steps · Reduction steps for derivations

4.1 How to Assign Ordinal Numbers to Derivations

Definition 4.1 The maximal number of the digits 0 in a row in a mantissa m is the
rank of m. We often denote the rank of a mantissa by ν.

Example 4.1 The rank of the mantissa 20111101002001110100011 is 3.

The mantissae of ordinal numbers assigned to the derivations have a standard form
which we shall denote by general condition: The rank of the mantissa must be ν > 1.
All parts that are separated from each other by sequences of ν zeros must begin with
the digit 2 except for the last part. The last part consists of the digits 1:

ρ. 2 ..︸︷︷︸ 0 ..0︸︷︷︸
ν

2 ..︸︷︷︸ 0 ..0︸︷︷︸
ν

.. 0 ..0︸︷︷︸
ν

1 ..1︸︷︷︸
the last part

A. Horská, Where Is the Gödel-Point Hiding: Gentzen’s Consistency Proof of 1936 41
and his Representation of Constructive Ordinals, SpringerBriefs in Philosophy,
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If ρ.m is an ordinal number, then it holds that the numerus ρ is greater than or
equal to the rank ν of the mantissa m: ρ ≥ ν. See Example 3.1.

Definition 4.2 Let ρ.m be an ordinal number. Let the rank of the mantissa m be ν.
The difference between ρ and ν is called excessρ.m (Überschuß).

Example 4.2 Let us take an ordinal number α = 5.20111101002001110100011.
The excessα is 2.

We often work with derivations of the premises of some rule of inference. These
derivations will, of course, have ordinal numbers, too. As we often talk about these
ordinal numbers, we need to introduce a short name for them.

Definition 4.3 The ordinal number of a derivation whose endsequent is a premise
of an inference rule is called parental number of this rule. The mantissa and the
numerus of this ordinal number are called parental mantissa and parental numerus,
respectively.

We shall see that there is at least one sequence of 0’s in the mantissa of every
assigned ordinal number. It means that the mantissa does not consist only of its final
part including exclusively 1’s. Further, we see that no derivation gets assigned an
ordinal number with the numerus 0 or 1, because the rank of the mantissa of every
assigned number must be at least 2.

We proceed to explain how to assign the ordinal numbers to derivations.
Assume the endsequent of the derivation is an initial sequent. Such a derivation

gets assigned the ordinal number 2.2001 ..1 where the exact number of the digits 1
in the last part is one greater than the number of the logical operations in the initial
sequent. This ordinal number satisfies the general condition and it is a correct ordinal
number according to Definition 3.1: It is built of 1.2 and 1.1 .. 1. These two are built
of 0.2 and 0.1 .. 1.

Assume the endsequent is derived by the negation rule Γ, A→0=1
Γ →¬A or by ∀-

introduction Γ →F(a)
Γ →∀x F(x)

where a is an eigenvariable. Assume α is the parental number.
The ordinal number of the whole derivation is built of α by adding the digit 1 to the
end of α.

Example 4.3

Adding the digit 1 can be interpreted intuitively as the representation of the logical
operation that was added to the endsequent after the use of the rule. The ordinal
number of the whole derivation satisfies the general condition because α itself has
satisfied it. It is also a correct ordinal number: The number α is correct by assumption.
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Every sequence of 0’s in a mantissa divides this mantissa into the mantissae of ordinal
numbers with a smaller numerus. So, the final part that consists of the digits 1 must
be the mantissa of an ordinal number, too. We do not need to examine what kind of
ordinal numbers allow of such a mantissa because the mantissa that consists of 1’s
builds a correct ordinal number with an arbitrary numerus.

Assume the endsequent is derived by the chain rule and the derivation of every
premise has its own ordinal number: ρ1.m1 ..ρk .mk . We are going to work with all
parental mantissae: m1, m2 ..mk . First, we choose such a parental mantissa that has
the maximal rank ν. If there are some identical parental mantissae, that belong to the
derivations of different premises, we have to distinguish these mantissae by adding
the following sections to their ends:

• ν + 1 zeros and 1
• ν + 1 zeros and 11
• ν + 1 zeros and 111
• ..

Every mantissa that needs to be distinguished gets exactly one section so that these
mantissae will differ in the number of 1’s at their ends. All parental mantissae are
different now. The modified mantissae may be improper mantissae for their numeri
because the modified mantissa and the original numerus do not have to build a correct
ordinal number together. It does not matter at this point. The modified mantissae are
correct mantissae as there exists a numerus for each of them such that they would
build a correct ordinal number together. The rank of every modified mantissa is ν+1.
The section of 0’s that is ν + 1 in length occurs there exactly once, so, they are built
of two smaller sub-mantissae. It is certain that the sub-mantissa that forms the initial
part is greater than the sub-mantissa 1 .. 1 that forms the final part because the initial
part starts with the digit 2 according to the general condition applied to the parental
mantissae.

Second, we order all parental mantissae (adjusted when necessary) according to
their values: from the greatest to the smallest. Now, we connect them by sequences
of 0’s that are ν + 2 in length and add an additional sequence of 0’s followed by the
digit 1 to the end:

mi1 > mi2 > mi3 .. > mik︸ ︷︷ ︸
the adjusted parental mantissae ordered form the greatest to the smallest

The mantissa m for the whole derivation:

mi1 0 .. 0︸︷︷︸
ν+2

mi2 0 .. 0︸︷︷︸
ν+2

.. mik 0 .. 0︸︷︷︸
ν+2

1

We go on to define a numerus ρ for the whole derivation. To define this, we use
the notion of excess (Definition 4.2). The numerus ρ is the smallest natural number
that satisfies these three conditions:

• ρ ≥ ν + 2 where ν + 2 is the rank of the mantissa m defined earlier.
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• Let us take excessρ1.m1 ..excessρk .mk where ρ1.m1 ..ρk .mk are all parental numbers.
Assume the maximal excess among these values is excessρi .mi where i ≤ k.
The numerus ρ, which we are looking for, must satisfy this condition: ρ−(ν+2) ≥
excessρi .mi − 2. It means that excessρ.m must be at least (excessρi .mi − 2) where
ρ.m stands for the future ordinal number of the whole derivation. We can also
write it this way: ρ ≥ ν + excessρi .mi .

• Let us take all succedent formulas of the premises that stand on the left of the main
premise. We choose the one that contains a maximal number of logical operations
(every occurrence counts). Assume the maximal number found is y. Then, the
numerus ρ must satisfy this condition: ρ − (ν + 2) ≥ 2y. It means that excessρ.m

must be at least 2y where ρ.m stands for the future ordinal number of the whole
derivation. We can also write it this way: ρ ≥ ν + 2(1 + y).

Finally, we connect the numerus ρ, which we found, with the defined mantissa m
and obtain the ordinal number of the whole derivation. The mantissa m satisfies the
general condition because ν + 2 > 1 and every part separated by the sequence of
0’s that is ν + 2 in length begins with the digit 2. It is clear because these parts were
independent mantissae. The last part contains only 1’s.

The number we created is a correct ordinal number: The numerus ρ is greater than
or equal to the rank ν +2 of the mantissa m. The sub-mantissae used for building the
whole mantissa m are correct mantissae of smaller ordinal numbers. It means that
ordinal numbers with the numerus ν + 1 can be built of them. We also ensured that
the sub-mantissae are all different and ordered according to their values.

Assume the endsequent is derived by the induction rule Γ →F(0) F(a),Δ→F(a+1)
Γ,Δ→F(t)

where a is an eigenvariable. The mantissa m for the whole derivation looks like this:

A comment on the instruction how to determine the length of the sequence of 1’s:
Assume that the greater parental mantissa is m1. If m1 begins with the sequence
200, we insert there exactly one digit 1. If m1 begins with the sequence 201 .. 1,
we insert there one digit 1 more than the mentioned sequence has. For example, if
m1 were 20111101002001110100011, we would insert there exactly five digits 1.
The mantissa m1 cannot begin with the sequence 202 because each mantissa must
be built of different sub-mantissae. It cannot begin with the sequence 20x where
x ≥ 3 because the digits 3 and greater are not allowed. It cannot begin with 21 either
because the digits 2 and 1 never stand immediately by each other in a mantissa. See
Example 3.1.
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We know that ν + 2 > 1, and it is the rank of the new-built mantissa m. The first
section begins with the digit 2 and the final section consists of the digit 1. That is
why the mantissa m satisfies the general condition.

The numerus ρ is the smallest natural number that satisfies these three conditions:

• ρ ≥ ν + 2
• The excess of the ordinal number of the whole derivation must be at least

(excessρi .mi −2) where ρi .mi is the parental number with the maximal excess. So,
once more, we need a numerus ρ such that ρ − (ν + 2) ≥ (excessρi .mi − 2).

• Assume the number of the logical operations in the formula F(0) is y. Then, we
have to choose a numerus ρ such that ρ − (ν + 2) ≥ 2y.

We have defined a mantissa and a numerus for the whole derivation. They build a
correct ordinal number together: The value of the numerus ρ is at least as large as
the value of the rank ν + 2 of the mantissa m. The mantissa m is built of two sub-
mantissae: 201 ..1 and 1. The first one is a mantissa for the numerus 1 (the smallest
allowed numerus in this case) and the second one is a mantissa for the numerus 0
(the smallest numerus ever). Good news for us because the numerus ρ must be at
least ν + 2 where ν > 1. We know that the numbers with the numerus ρ have to be
built of numbers with the numerus ρ −1. According to our analysis, both mentioned
sub-mantissae are proper mantissae for such numbers.

4.2 Lowering the Ordinal Numbers After Reduction Steps
for Derivations

Let us summarize what we have done until now: We took an arbitrary old derivation
in PA (Sects. 2.1–2.3) and transformed it into a new derivation (Sects. 2.7, 2.8). Then,
we replaced all free variables except eigenvariables by arbitrary numerals. After the
values of the terms had been calculated, we replaced these terms by the numerals
which have the corresponding values. The derivation modified this way will be used
and reduced further below. Furthermore, we have explained how to assign an ordinal
number to a derivation.

Now, we are going to define reduction steps for derivations and, at the same time,
we show that these reduction steps lower the ordinal numbers of the derivations. This
is our theorem to prove:

Theorem 4.1 Each reduction step for derivations changes the derivation to another
correct derivation and the endsequent remains the same or is reduced according to
exactly one reduction step for sequents. The numerus does not get greater and the
mantissa gets smaller after the reduction step. It means that the whole ordinal number
goes down. The rank of the mantissa does not change except for the case e3. In this
case, it increases exactly by 2.

If the endsequent is in endform, no reduction step is defined for its derivation.
Therefore, we are allowed to assume that the derivation, which we work with, has

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_2
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an endsequent that is not in endform. The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be completed
at the end of this section. Let us begin:

(a) Assume the endsequent of the derivation is an initial sequent. We carry out
one step according to the instructions for reducing the initial sequents (Sect. 2.6).
We obtain an initial sequent, hence, we have a correct derivation again. One logical
operation disappears after such a reduction step. Even steps 13.5 are used in the way
that the affected formula is erased and never stays among the antecedent formulas.
The ordinal number of the examined derivation is calculated according to the number
of the logical operations in the initial sequent:

13.2�A&B → A&B︸ ︷︷ ︸
Assume there are no
logical operations in
the formulas A and B.
Therefore, the ordinal
number of this deriva-
tion is 2.200111.

A&B → A︸ ︷︷ ︸
The ordinal number of this derivation is
2.20011. The numerus and the rank of the
mantissa are unchanged. The mantissa is
smaller in comparison with the case before
the reduction. So, the whole number is
smaller.

(b) Assume the endsequent is derived by ∀-introduction:

Here a is an eigenvariable and does not occur in Γ,∀x F(x). The reduction consists
in omitting the endsequent and in replacing the eigenvariable a with an arbitrary
numeral n̄ in the whole derivation Θ(a). The premise Γ → F(n̄) becomes a new
endsequent.

We obtain:

Now, we have to calculate the values of all terms that do not contain any vari-
ables after the replacement and write the numerals with the corresponding values
instead. The reduced derivation is correct and the endsequent was reduced according
to step 13.21.

Let us look at the ordinal numbers matter. Assume that the ordinal number of
the derivation of the sequent Γ → F(a) is ρ.m. It means that the ordinal number
of the whole original derivation is ρ.m1. We simply added the digit 1 to the end of

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3_2
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the mantissa m. The derivation of Γ → F(n̄) has the same ordinal number as the
original derivation of the premise Γ → F(a), hence ρ.m. We see that the numerus
remained unchanged, as well as the rank, but the mantissa became smaller after the
reduction.

(c) Assume the endsequent is derived by the negation rule:

The reduction transforms the derivation in the same way as in item (b):

We leave out the endsequent and take its premise as a new one. It is obvious that if
we reduce the original endsequent according to 13.23, we obtain exactly the sequent
we have as a new endsequent. The analysis of the assigned ordinal numbers is the
same as in item (b).

(d) Assume the endsequent is derived by the induction rule:

Here a is an eigenvariable and does not occur in Γ , Δ, F(0), F(t). We know that
the term t is a numeral because we replaced all free variables except eigenvariables
by arbitrary numerals. Furthermore, we calculated the values of such terms that
did not contain any free variables and replaced these terms with the corresponding
numerals. The term t occurs in the endsequent, so, it is impossible that it contains
any eigenvariable. Assume that t is n̄ > 0 and m̄ = n̄ − 1. We create derivations
Θ(0), Θ(1̄) .. Θ(m̄) that are similar to the derivation Θ(a). The difference is that
the variable a is replaced with the numeral in parentheses; and again, the values of
the terms are calculated if possible. The whole reduced derivation has this form:
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The numbers situated next to the sequents represent the ordinal numbers assigned
to the derivations of these sequents. The induction rule has become the chain rule
and the endsequents are the same in both cases: Γ,Δ → F(n̄).

Let us realize what the new numerus ρ̄ looks like:

• The numerus ρ̄ depends on the maximal rank of the parental mantissae. Assume
it is ν. The maximal rank of the parental mantissae in the original derivation is the
same because both derivations have the same set of parental mantissae: {m1, m2}.
Although the last rule in the original derivation is the induction rule, the numerus
ρ depends on ν too and the corresponding condition for both numeri is the same:
ρ ≥ ν + 2, ρ̄ ≥ ν + 2.

• The numerus ρ̄ depends on the maximal excess of the parental numbers. Let
us denote it by excessρi .mi . The set of parental numbers in both derivations is
the same: {ρ1.m1, ρ2.m2}. It follows that the condition for ρ and ρ̄ concerning
the maximal excess of the parental numbers is the same: ρ ≥ excessρi .mi + ν,
ρ̄ ≥ excessρi .mi + ν.

• The numerus ρ̄ depends on the maximal number of the logical operations in a
succedent formula of some premise that stands on the left of the main premise.
All succedent formulas contain |F(0)| logical operations. The original numerus ρ

depends on exactly the same value.

A numerus is the smallest natural number that satisfies three conditions (Sect. 4.1)
given by three values analysed above. We found out that these three significant values
are the same in the original as well as in the reduced derivation. This results in ρ = ρ̄.

Let us calculate the new mantissa m̄. The old mantissa m is of the form:

The new mantissa m̄ is built of the parental mantissae. We see that the parental
mantissa m2 occurs there n times, so, we are obliged to distinguish its different
occurrences:

m′
2 = m2 0 ..0︸︷︷︸

ν+1

1

m′′
2 = m2 0 ..0︸︷︷︸

ν+1

11

...

m2
′.. ′

︸︷︷︸
n commas

= m2 0 ..0︸︷︷︸
ν+1

1 ..1︸︷︷︸
n

We assumed that m1 > m2. This holds after the transformation of the mantissa m2,
too: m1 > m′

2, m1 > m′′
2 ..m1 > m′.. ′

2 . Let us explain this. When we consider the
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assumption m1 > m2, then two possibilities can occur: (1) Either the first digit that
m1 and m2 differ in is smaller in m2 or (2) m2 is an initial part of m1. In the first case,
it is easy to see that m1 has the desired relation with every m′.. ′

2 . Let us look at the
second case. The initial part of every mantissa m′.. ′

2 is the mantissa m2 followed by
a section of ν + 1 zeros. As we assumed that the maximal rank of both m1 and m2
is ν, the mantissa m1 can have at most ν zeros after its initial part m2. We know that
m1 does not end with the digit 0. In the worst case, m1 and an arbitrary m′.. ′

2 start to
differ in the digit at the position ν + 1 of the examined section of 0’s. They differ in
such a way that the digit at the particular position in m1 is greater than the digit at
the same position in m′.. ′

2 because there is no section of ν + 1 zeros in m1.
The new mantissa m̄ looks like this:

m̄ = m1 0 ..0︸︷︷︸
ν+2

m
′.. ′
2 0 ..0︸︷︷︸

ν+2

..m′′
2 0 ..0︸︷︷︸

ν+2

m′
2 0 ..0︸︷︷︸

ν+2

1

We need to show that the first digit that m and m̄ differ in is smaller in m̄. The new
mantissa m̄ begins with the larger parental mantissa m1 that has the form 201 ..1 ..

in general. If we compare it with m, we find out that m̄ has one digit 1 less in its
first section of 1’s. The result is that although m̄ may be much longer than m, m̄ is
smaller than m.

Let us repeat the relation between the ordinal numbers of the original and the
reduced derivation. We mean, between the numbers ρ.m and ρ̄.m̄:

• ρ = ρ̄

• m > m̄
• The rank of m and m̄ is the same: ν + 2.

Let us examine the case when n̄ = 0:

The induction rule turns into the chain rule again. The second premise F(0),Δ →
F(1̄) of the chain rule is not used. It stands behind the main premise. The list of
formulas Δ is among the antecedent formulas of the new endsequent because we
decided to put it there. The chain rule allows us to do so and we need it, of course,
to obtain the same endsequent as in the original derivation.

Let us compare the numeri ρ and ρ̄:

• The maximal rank of the parental mantissae is the same in both derivations. Let
us denote it by ν.

• The maximal excess of the parental numbers is the same in both derivations.
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• Assume the formula F(0) contains y logical operations. We have ρ ≥ ν +2 +2y.
Since there are no premises on the left of the main premise, we have ρ̄ ≥ ν + 2+ 0.
Therefore, it can occur that ρ̄ ≤ ρ. This is in harmony with our statement in
Theorem 4.1.

The mantissae m and m̄ are both made from m1 and m2. The mantissa m is
made according to the instructions described in the section for the induction rule,
so, it contains one digit 1 more in its first section of 1’s than the mantissa m̄. The
mantissa m̄ is made according to the instructions for the chain rule. These instructions
tell us to order the unchanged parental mantissae m1, m2 and connect them in order
to build m̄. The outcome is m̄ < m.

(e) Assume the endsequent is derived by the chain rule. First, we apply the fol-
lowing preparation step:

If the succedent formula of the main premise is a false atomic sentence, we
have to choose another sequent from the premises as the main premise: We take
such a sequent that is the first one from the left whose succedent formula is a false
atomic sentence, too. This does not increase the ordinal number of the derivation.
The mantissa does not change for sure, because it was built of all parental mantissae
and they are untouched. It is possible that the numerus decreases because we do not
take into account some succedent formulas while selecting the one with the maximal
number of the logical operations: We might have fixed a new main premise which is
on the left of the old main premise, so, fewer formulas are available to choose from.
The chosen formula could contain fewer logical operations than the formula chosen
before the preparation step was applied.

It can happen that the chain rule uses the option of adding additional formulas
to the antecedent of the conclusion after the preparation step to obtain the same
conclusion as before the step. This is possible and correct according to Lemma 2.3.

Lemma 4.1 If the endsequent is not in endform, the main premise of the chain rule
that the endsequent was derived by is not in endform either.

Proof Let us have a derivation whose endsequent is not in endform and whose last
rule of inference is the chain rule. If the main premise were in endform, the succedent
formula of the main premise would be either a true atomic sentence or it would be a
false atomic sentence and there would be at least one false atomic sentence among
the antecedent formulas. As far as the first case is concerned, it is obvious that the
endsequent would be in endform too because its succedent formula is identical to
the one from the main premise. This contradicts the assumption. An explanation for
the second case: The main premise is the first premise in a row whose succedent
formula is a false atomic sentence. We ensured this by applying the preparation step.
Thus, the false atomic sentence situated in the antecedent of the main premise must
have got into the antecedent of the endsequent. It could not have been deleted. Hence,
the endsequent would be in endform and we would obtain a contradiction again. ��
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We showed that if the endsequent is not in endform, the main premise is not in
endform either. Thus, our induction hypothesis tells us that there exists a reduction
step for the derivation of the main premise.

Now, we are about to analyse seven cases. Sentences with which every item begins
are the following: ‘The endsequent is derived by the chain rule. The main premise is
not in endform, so there exists a reduction step for its derivation.’ Then it continues:

e1: Assume the main premise is transformed according to reduction step 13.2 while
reducing its derivation. It is possible to apply step 13.2 to the endsequent too,
because they have the same succedent.

e2: Assume the main premise is transformed according to reduction step 13.5 while
reducing its derivation. There is the same formula as the affected one in the
antecedent of the endsequent. It is therefore possible to apply step 13.5 to the
endsequent, too.

e3: Assume the main premise is transformed according to reduction step 13.5 while
reducing its derivation and the affected formula B is not among the antecedent
formulas of the endsequent. It was deleted because it is the succedent formula
of a premise that stands on the left of the main premise. Since B was used in
reduction step 13.5, it is not atomic. So, by the induction hypothesis, a reduction
step for the derivation of the premise Γ → B that B comes from is defined.
Assume step 13.2 is applied to this premise while reducing its derivation.

e4: Assume the main premise remains unchanged after the reduction step was
applied to its derivation and the last rule of inference used in its derivation is a
chain rule that needs reduction treated in item e3. (As we shall see, the reduction
described in e3 does not change the endsequent.)

e5: Assume the main premise is transformed according to reduction step 13.5 while
reducing its derivation and the affected formula B is not among the antecedent
formulas of the endsequent. It was deleted because it is the succedent formula
of a premise that stands on the left of the main premise. Since B was used in
reduction step 13.5, it is not atomic. So, by the induction hypothesis, a reduction
step for the derivation of the premise Γ → B that B comes from is defined. (Note
that this case is identical to case e3 until now.) Assume the premise Γ → B
remains unchanged after the reduction step was applied to its derivation and the
last rule of inference used in its derivation is a chain rule that needs reduction
treated in item e3.

e6: Assume the main premise remains unchanged after the reduction step was
applied to its derivation and the last rule of inference used in its derivation is not
a chain rule that needs reduction treated in item e3. (Note that this is similar to
e4, but there is a difference in the rule of inference applied in order to derive the
main premise.)

e7: Assume the main premise is transformed according to reduction step 13.5 while
reducing its derivation and the affected formula B is not among the antecedent
formulas of the endsequent. It was deleted because it is the succedent formula
of a premise that stands on the left of the main premise. Since B was used in
reduction step 13.5, it is not atomic. So, by the induction hypothesis, a reduction
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step for the derivation of the premise Γ → B that B comes from is defined.
Assume the premise Γ → B remains unchanged after the reduction step was
applied to its derivation and the last rule of inference used in its derivation is not
a chain rule that needs reduction treated in item e3. (Note that this is similar
to e5.)

The following scheme may be more transparent:
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The following analyses of each case will start by repeating the corresponding
description to make it more comfortable to read.

(e1) The endsequent is derived by the chain rule. The main premise is not in
endform, so there exists a reduction step for its derivation. Assume the main premise
is transformed according to reduction step 13.2 while reducing its derivation. It
is possible to apply step 13.2 to the endsequent too, because they have the same
succedent:

The chain rule is correct and the endsequent, compared to the old one, is reduced
according to step 13.2. If necessary, we have to make the same choice as while
reducing the derivation of the main premise.

Lemma e1 Reduction e1 does not change the numerus and the rank of the mantissa.
The ordinal number of the reduced derivation is smaller than that of the original
derivation. It means that the following applies to the ordinal numbers in Picture e1:
ρ = ρ̄, m̄ < m, m̄ and m have the same rank.

Proof We are going to prove this by induction. Let us take an inference step in our
derivation that uses a chain rule which needs to be reduced according to e1 and there
is not such an inference step above the chosen step that has to be reduced according
to e1, too. Assume the chosen step is of the form as displayed in Picture e1.

We see that the main premise Γn → A&B was modified while reducing its
derivation, concretely, step 13.2 was applied. It helps us to deduce that the original
main premise Γn → A&B must have been derived by one of these rules:

• It is an initial sequent.
• ∀-introduction
• negation rule
• Chain rule that needs reduction according to e1.

The reductions for the derivations whose last inference rule is different from all
rules mentioned above do not change the endsequent or they modify it according to
step 13.5. Since we assumed that we have chosen the first use of the chain rule that
needs reduction according to e1, we obtain that one of the first three possibilities
must be the right one (initial sequent, ∀-introduction, negation rule). So, we look at
the reductions of these rules and it is easy to find out that the following holds:

• ρ̄n = ρn

• m̄n < mn
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• The mantissae m̄n and mn have the same rank.

Now, we are going to analyse the relation between ρ.m and ρ̄.m̄, what is actually
the main thing we are interested in:

The numeri ρ and ρ̄ are equal. Their values depend on these three quantities: the
maximal rank of the parental mantissae, the maximal excess of the parental numbers,
the maximal amount of logical operations in the succedent of a premise that stands
on the left of the main premise. They are the same in the original as well as in the
reduced derivation.

Since the mantissae mn and m̄n have the same rank, we obtain that m and m̄ have
the same rank, too. Let us compare their values. Assume we have ordered the parental
mantissae of the original derivation:

k1 > k2 > .. kn

Similarly, we have ordered the parental mantissae of the reduced derivation:

k′
1 > k′

2 > .. k′
n

We know that there is an index i such that ki > k′
i . The mantissae m and m̄ are

built of k1 .. kn and k′
1 .. k′

n , respectively. So, the first digit they differ in comes from
this i th section and it is (almost) clear that the specific digit is smaller in m̄ than in m.
We stop for a while and think a little bit deeper about why this holds in the case when
k′

i is an initial part of ki . Let us call the maximal rank of the parental mantissae ν, no
matter which derivation we consider. The way the mantissa m̄ is created reveals that
k′

i , as a part of m̄, is followed by ν + 1 or ν + 2 zeros. When we take account of the
fact that there can be sections of zeros in ki whose maximal length is ν and ki does
not end with 0 for sure, then it is easy to verify m̄ < m.

There is another interesting situation that can occur. Assume there was a group of
the parental mantissae in the original derivation that were all identical to mn . They
must have been distinguished by adding ν+1 zeros and some 1’s to their ends before
we have built m of them. The group of these identical mantissae lost one member
after m̄n had been substituted for mn . The modified group was used for building m̄.
Hence, the members must have been distinguished, too. This time, each member got
one digit 1 less. Note that the old mantissa m and the new mantissa m̄ differ in this
digit. Whereas the old mantissa m still contains 1 at the end of the first modified
sub-mantissa, m̄ has 0 at this position.

Induction hypothesis: For the ordinal number of a derivation whose endsequent
is derived by the chain rule that needs reduction e1, we have that it gets smaller after
the reduction step. The reduction step makes it smaller because the new mantissa is
smaller than the old one. Furthermore, the numerus and the rank remain the same.

We need to show that this holds for the next sequent derived by the chain rule that
also needs reduction e1. The analysis would look like the analysis above that led to
the induction hypothesis. ��
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(e2) The endsequent is derived by the chain rule. The main premise is not in
endform, so there exists a reduction step for its derivation. Assume the main premise
is transformed according to reduction step 13.5 while reducing its derivation. There
is the same formula as the affected one in the antecedent of the endsequent. It is
therefore possible to apply step 13.5 to the endsequent, too. We will do it and use,
of course, the same formula as the one affected by the reduction of the derivation of
the main premise. If necessary, we have to make the same choice as while reducing
the derivation of the main premise.

Now, it is our turn to make the reduced derivation correct again. Let us examine
some situations that may occur.

1. The analysed reduction looks like this in general:

There are two possible ways of reducing the derivation of the main premise. If
the affected formula A&B is deleted after the reduction step, we preserve this while
reducing the endsequent. Similarly, we will not erase it if the affected formula remains
among the antecedent formulas of the main premise. The chain rule is correct in both
cases and the endsequent is obviously reduced according to step 13.5.

2. The formula, in this example A, that came into existence because of the reduc-
tion is the succedent of a premise that stands on the left of the main premise:
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On the one hand, the chain rule orders us not to record the formula A (in the circle).
On the other hand, it allows us to add an arbitrary formula to the antecedent. Hence,
the chain rule remains correct and the endsequent is reduced according to 13.5.

3. The formula, in this example A, that came into existence because of the reduc-
tion is among the antecedent formulas of a premise that stands on the left of the main
premise:

Both the chain rule and reduction step 13.5 tell us not to record the formula A
among the antecedent formulas of the endsequent because the same formula is already
there. So, there is just one copy of A in the antecedent of the endsequent. The chain
rule remains correct and the endsequent is reduced according to 13.5.
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4. The affected formula A&B that occurs in the antecedent of the main premise
does not get into the antecedent of the endsequent because another copy of the same
formula is in the antecedent of a premise that stands on the left of the main premise:

Now this is the point when we take advantage of being allowed to let the affected
formula stay among the antecedent formulas. The circled formula is the one which
was used while reducing the endsequent. Note that although the formula was erased
while reducing the main premise, we let it be after the reduction was applied to the
endsequent. The chain rule remains correct and the endsequent is reduced according
to 13.5.

To proceed further, we present a lemma that is very similar to Lemma e1, but
holds for this particular case:

Lemma e2 Reduction e2 does not change the numerus and the rank of the mantissa.
The ordinal number of the reduced derivation is smaller than that of the original
derivation because the new mantissa is smaller than the old one.

Proof We are going to prove this by induction. Let us take an inference step in our
derivation that uses a chain rule which needs reduction according to e2 and there is
not such an inference step above the chosen step that has to be reduced according to
e2, too. Assume the chosen step is of the form:

The fact whether the affected formula remains in the antecedent of the endsequent
has no influence on the ordinal number of the reduced derivation. The calculation of
the new ordinal number ρ̄.m̄ is based on the parental numbers and these are set.

We see that the main premise A&B → 0 = 1 was modified while reducing its
derivation, concretely, step 13.5 was applied. It helps us to deduce that the original
main premise A&B → 0 = 1 must have been derived by one of these rules:

• It is an initial sequent.
• Chain rule that needs reduction according to e2.

The reductions for the derivations whose last inference rule is different from all
rules mentioned above do not change the endsequent or they modify it according
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to step 13.2. The sequent A&B → 0 = 1 must be an initial sequent. The second
mentioned possibility would contradict our choice of the examined inference step
we made at the beginning of the proof.

It follows:

• ρ̄n = ρn

• m̄n < mn

• The mantissae m̄n and mn have the same rank.

We want to compare ρ.m and ρ̄.m̄. The numeri ρ and ρ̄ are equal. The rank of
the mantissae m and m̄ is the same and we have m̄ < m. An explanation for this
would be the same as the one we provided in Lemma e1. Actually, the whole proof
continues the same way as the one of Lemma e1. ��

(e3) Hauptfall1: The endsequent is derived by the chain rule. The main premise is
not in endform, so there exists a reduction step for its derivation. Assume the main
premise is transformed according to reduction step 13.5 while reducing its derivation
and the affected formula B is not among the antecedent formulas of the endsequent.
It was deleted because it is the succedent formula of a premise that stands on the left
of the main premise:

Since B was used in reduction step 13.5, it is not atomic. So, by the induction
hypothesis, a reduction step for the derivation of the premise Γ → B is defined.
Assume step 13.2 is applied to this premise while reducing its derivation.

There are three similar cases to distinguish:

We have the derivation � of the main premise and we know that we are able to
reduce it. This reduction has transformed the main premise according to step 13.51.
There is a numeral n̄ in the endsequent of the reduced derivation � instead of the
bound variable x . The same numeral has to be chosen to transform the sequent Γ →
∀x F(x) according to step 13.21 while reducing the derivation Φ. The endsequents
of the reduced derivations Φ and � are used as main premises in two independent

1 Gentzen’s name for this case.
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supporting chain rules, let us call them the left one and the right one. Note that these
chain rules resemble the last inference step in the original derivation. The conclusions
of the supporting chain rules are connected with the help of the third chain rule and
we obtain the same endsequent as in the original derivation.

The left chain rule could have been carried out because of Lemma 2.3 which
claims that if we take a sequent standing on the left of the main premise and make
it a new main premise, the antecedent of the new conclusion will be a subset of the
antecedent of the old conclusion. To make sure that all formulas from Θ are there
in the antecedent of the conclusion of the left rule, we simply add missing formulas
there. The definition of the chain rule allows us to do so.

A commentary on the right rule follows. If the formula ∀x F(x) affected by reduc-
tion step 13.51 had not disappeared after this step, it would not concern us at all. The
formula ∀x F(x) would not have got among the antecedent formulas of the conclu-
sion anyway, because there is a succedent formula ∀x F(x) standing on the left of
the main premise.

We would like to present an illustrative example to justify the freedom of choice
in reduction steps 13.21 and 13.22. Imagine that we have this old derivation whose
last inference rule is ∀-elimination:

This derivation is translated into the following new derivation:
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The last inference rule is the chain rule and the main premise is a groundsequent.
We know that this groundsequent is reduced to endform in the same way as ∀x(x +
0 = 0) → ∀x(x + 0 = 0) under the condition that the first reduction step of
∀x(x + 0 = 0) → ∀x(x + 0 = 0) consists in replacing x from the succedent by
the numeral 3̄. This leads to ∀x(x + 0 = 0) → 3̄ + 0 = 0. Since there is a false
atomic sentence in the succedent, we switch to steps 13.5 that modify the antecedent.
We have to make the same adjustments in the same order as while modifying the
succedent. So, we obtain 3̄ + 0 = 0 → 3̄ + 0 = 0 and we are in endform.

Let Γ → ∀x(x+0 = 0) have a derivation whose reduction changes its endsequent
according to 13.2. It is clear that the derivation from our example needs to be reduced
according to e3: The main premise has a false atomic sentence in its succedent and
the affected antecedent formula ∀x(x + 0 = 0) did not get among the antecedent
formulas of the endsequent. The reduced derivation is:

We see that we have no option but to carry out the reduction of the derivation
of Γ → ∀x(x + 0 = 0) in the way that the reduced sequent occurs in the form
Γ → 3̄ + 0 = 0. Another natural question is whether we are able to organize the
reduction in this way. The premise Γ → ∀x(x + 0 = 0) must have been derived by
one of these rules:

• It is an initial sequent.
• ∀-introduction
• Chain rule that needs reduction according to e1.

As far as the first and the second item are concerned, it is clear that we are allowed
to choose any numeral that we need. The reduction according to e1 tells us to choose
the same numeral as for the main premise. Fortunately, the main premise was also
reduced according to 13.2, so this is not a big restriction. The main premise must
have been derived by one of the rules written above, too. Once we reach the ‘premise
of the premise’ that is an initial sequent or was derived by ∀-introduction, we choose
the numeral we require. This one is then inherited downwards until we are back in
the endsequent.

Let us return to the analysis of case e3. We are going to compare the ordinal
numbers of the original and the reduced derivation.
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Lemma e3 Reduction e3 does not change the numerus. The rank of the mantissa
increases exactly by 2. The ordinal number of the reduced derivation is smaller than
the one of the original derivation because the new mantissa is smaller than the old
one.

Proof Assume that the derivation had this form before we have reduced it:

Assume that the maximal rank of all parental mantissae is ν. Hence, the rank of m
is ν + 2.

We start with an analysis of the two supporting chain rules from the reduced
derivation, the left one and the right one:

The premise Γ → A&C was modified according to step 13.2 while reducing its
derivation. Hence, one of these possibilities must be valid:

• It is an initial sequent.
• It is derived by the negation rule.
• It is derived by ∀-introduction.
• It is derived by the chain rule that needs reduction according to e1.

When we consider the reduction steps for derivations whose last inference rule is
one of the mentioned above, we obtain:

• ρ̄i = ρi

• m̄i < mi

• The mantissae m̄i and mi have the same rank.

The premise A&C,Δ → 0 = 1 was modified according to step 13.5 while
reducing its derivation. Hence, one of these possibilities must be valid:

• It is an initial sequent.
• It is derived by the chain rule that needs reduction according to e2.
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We obtain the following result from the definition of reduction steps for initial
sequents and from Lemma e2:

• ρ̄ j = ρ j

• m̄ j < m j

• The mantissae m̄ j and m j have the same rank.

Now, we make a step further and compare the ordinal number ρ.m of the original
derivation with the numbers ρ
.m
 and ρ∇ .m∇ which belong to the supporting chain
rules, respectively:

Numerus ρ
: The maximal rank of the parental mantissae in the left supporting
chain rule is the same as in the original derivation. It means that it is ν. The previous
analysis gave us that mi and m̄i have the same rank and there are no other parental
mantissae that have been changed. Since ρi = ρ̄i , the maximal excess of the parental
numbers did not change, either. The only condition that could have become different,
compared to the original derivation, is the maximal number of the logical operations
in the succedent of a premise that stands on the left of the main premise. This number
can be smaller in the examined supporting chain rule because there are fewer premises
on the left of the main premise than in the original derivation. Thus, ρ
 ≤ ρ.

Mantissa m
: The mantissae m and m
 have the same rank ν+2. The mantissa m


is built of the same sub-mantissae as m with the exception of m̄i which is smaller
than mi . That is why we obtain m
 < m.

Numerus ρ∇ : We have ρ∇ = ρ. The explanation for this is very similar to the
one for ρ
. We even have that the maximal number of the logical operations in the
succedent of a premise that stands on the left of the main premise is the same as in
the original derivation.

Mantissa m∇ : It holds m∇ < m and their ranks are the same: ν + 2. For an
explanation, see case m
.

Let us include the third chain rule of the reduced derivation:

We need to show that ρ̄.m̄ < ρ.m. As usual, we are going to compare the
numeri and the mantissae separately. The easier part is the examination of the relation
between the mantissae m and m̄. Let us launch into it.

The mantissa m̄ starts with the greater parental mantissa. Assume it is m
.2 The
mantissa m
 as a part of m̄ is followed by a sequence of 0’s that is ν + 3, in general
ν + 4, in length. We know that m
 is smaller than m. So, (1) the first digit that these
two differ in is smaller in m
 or (2) m
 is an initial part of m. This implies that
m̄ < m: As mentioned, m̄ starts with m
. So, m̄ and m either differ in a digit coming

2 The analysis would be the same even if we had chosen m∇ .
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from m
 or m
 is an initial part of both m̄ and m. The point is that whereas m
 as a
part of m̄ is followed by a sequence of at least ν + 3 zeros, there can be maximally
ν + 2 zeros in a row in m and this one does not end with 0 for sure:

Note that although the rank of the mantissa m is ν+2, the rank of m̄ is two greater,
hence ν + 4.

Our last and most important task in case e3 is to compare ρ and ρ̄. Since we have
calculated the ranks of m and m̄, we know:

• ρ ≥ ν + 2
• ρ̄ ≥ ν + 4

The desired result is ρ̄ = ρ, but it does not develop this way by now. Fortunately,
there are two other conditions to satisfy. Let us consider the condition for the maximal
number of the logical operations in the succedent of a premise that stands on the left
of the main premise:

• ρ ≥ ν + 2 + 2 · |A&C | = ν + 2 + 2(x + i) = ν + 2 + 2x + 2i where |A| = x ≥ 0
and i ≥ 1.

• ρ̄ ≥ ν + 4 + 2 · |A| = ν + 4 + 2x

We know ρ = ν +2+ excessρ.m and we see that excessρ.m ≥ 2x +2i ≥ 2. Since
the mantissae m and m∇ have the same rank and ρ = ρ∇ , we have excessρ.m =
excessρ∇ .m∇ .

The definition of the numerus implies:

ρ̄ ≥ ν + 4 + excessρ∇ .m∇ − 2 = ν + 2 + excessρ.m .

We used excessρ∇ .m∇ because it is the maximal excess of the parental numbers.
It is clear because ρ
 ≤ ρ = ρ∇ and the ranks of m
 and m∇ are the same.

We discovered that the numerus ρ̄ is the smallest natural number that satisfies:

• ρ̄ ≥ ν + 4 + 2x where x ≥ 0.
• ρ̄ ≥ ν + 2 + excessρ.m where excessρ.m ≥ 2.

If we had
ν + 4 + 2x ≤ ν + 2 + excessρ.m

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ
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we would obtain the desired result ρ̄ = ρ.
What would happen if the contrary held? Assume ν+2+excessρ.m < ν+4+2x :

ν + 4 + 2x − (ν + 2 + excessρ.m) > 0
ν + 4 + 2x − ν − 2 − excessρ.m > 0
2 + 2x − excessρ.m > 0
2 + 2x > excessρ.m

We already know that excessρ.m ≥ 2x + 2i where i ≥ 1. Clearly, we obtained a
contradiction. ��

(e4): The endsequent Σ → 0 = 1 is derived by chain rule ϑ1. The main premise
Θ → 0 = 1 is not in endform, so there exists a reduction step for its derivation.
Assume the main premise remains unchanged after the reduction step was applied
to its derivation and the last inference rule used in its derivation is chain rule ϑ that
needs the reduction treated in item e3. The reduction of the whole derivation looks
like this:

There are two new premises Θ → F(n̄) and F(n̄),Θ → 0 = 1 instead of
Θ → 0 = 1 in the reduced derivation. They are results of the supporting chain rules
that are similar to those from reduction e3. The difference is that we omit the third
chain rule described in e3 and just place the results of the supporting chain rules at
the position where Θ → 0 = 1 was before. The endsequent Σ → 0 = 1 remains
unchanged.

Lemma e4 Reduction e4 does not change the numerus and the rank of the mantissa.
The ordinal number of the reduced derivation is smaller than the one of the original
derivation because the new mantissa is smaller than the old one.

Proof We are going to work with Picture e4. It is obvious:

• Lemma e1 gives us ρi = ρ̄i and m̄i < mi . The mantissae m̄i and mi have the same
rank.
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• Lemma e2 gives us ρ j = ρ̄ j and m̄ j < m j . The mantissae m̄ j and m j have the
same rank.

• Lemma e3 gives us: ρ
 ≤ ρ, m
 < m, ρ∇ = ρ, m∇ < m. The mantissae m
, m∇
and m have the same rank.

We wish to compare the ordinal numbers ρ
.m
 and ρ̄
.m̄
:
• We know that the sequent Θ → 0 = 1 is derived by chain rule ϑ . Assume that

the maximal rank of all mantissae that are parental to this chain rule is ν. Since the
ranks of mi and m̄i as well as the ranks of m j and m̄ j are the same, we know that the
maximal rank of the mantissae that are parental to the left and to the right supporting
chain rule, respectively, is ν, too.

We can deduce that m
 and m̄
 have the same rank ν + 2 + i where i ≥ 2:
The derivations of the premises Θ → 0 = 1, Θ → F(n̄) and F(n̄),Θ → 0 = 1
have ordinal numbers whose mantissae m, m
 and m∇ have the ranks ν + 2. The
mentioned premises take part in chain rules ϑ1 and ϑ2. There are further premises
with them whose derivations have some ordinal numbers, too. These numbers affect
the maximal rank of the parental mantissae that is used in calculations for chain
rules ϑ1 and ϑ2, respectively. Anyway, these ordinal numbers are the same in both
rules. It follows that the rank of m
 and m̄
 is ν + 2 + j + 2 where j ≥ 0. After a
short modification we obtain ν + 2 + i where i ≥ 2.

We have m
 < m and m∇ < m. Hence, the mantissa m from the original derivation
was replaced by two smaller mantissae. The result is a global decrease, thus m̄
 <

m
.
• We have ρ
 ≥ (ν +2+ i) and ρ̄
 ≥ (ν +2+ i) where i ≥ 2. Now, we are going

to examine excessρ
.m
 and excessρ̄
.m̄
 . These two values depend on the maximal
excess of the parental numbers and on the maximal number of the logical operations
in the succedent of a premise that stands on the left of the main premise. The maximal
excess of the parental numbers is the same in both derivations, concretely, it is either
ρ − (ν + 2) = ρ∇ − (ν + 2) or it belongs to the ordinal number of a premise that is
not drawn and that is represented by the dots (Picture e4).

When we try to find out the maximal number of logical operations in the succedent
of a premise that stands on the left of the main premise, there are again two possi-
bilities. The maximal number belongs either to a premise that is not drawn and we
obtain ρ
 = ρ̄
 or we discover that the succedent formula in the reduced derivation
we are looking for is F(n̄). It follows that the examined number of logical operations
in the original derivation is equal to or less than |F(n̄)|. Note that if it were not, it
would be definitely caused by a formula that is not drawn. The same formula is in
the reduced derivation too, and this would contradict the fact that F(n̄) contains the
most logical operations among all succedent formulas that stand on the left of the
main premise. The conditions for the maximal number of logical operations for this
case are:

• ρ
 − (ν + 2 + i) = excessρ
.m
 ≥ 2 · a
• ρ̄
 − (ν + 2 + i) = excessρ̄
.m̄
 ≥ 2 · |F(n̄)|

Here i ≥ 2 and a ≤ |F(n̄)|. We are in a situation similar to item e3. It does not
develop the way we need by now, but that does not matter: We are able to show that
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the condition for the logical operations has no influence in this case because we have:

(excessρ.m − 2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

excessρ
.m
 and excessρ̄
.m̄
 have at least this value

≥ 2 · |F(n̄)|

Let us calculate:
excessρ.m − 2 ≥ 2 · |∀x F(x)| − 2 = 2(y + 1) − 2 = 2y where y = |F(x)|
We showed the desired result. Since excessρ.m = excessρ∇ .m∇ and a numerus is

the smallest natural number satisfying the three conditions formulated in Sect. 4.1,
it is clear that the maximal excess of the parental numbers has the crucial role while
calculating the numeri ρ
 and ρ̄
 and the maximal number of the logical operations
carries no weight. We obtain ρ̄
 = ρ
. ��

(e5): The endsequent is derived by the chain rule. The main premise is not in end-
form, so there exists a reduction step for its derivation. Assume that the main premise
is transformed according to reduction step 13.5 while reducing its derivation, and
that the affected formula B is not among the antecedent formulas of the endsequent.
It was deleted because it is the succedent formula of a premise that stands on the left
of the main premise:

Since B was used in reduction step 13.5, it is not atomic. So, by the induction
hypothesis, a reduction step for the derivation of the premise Γ → B is defined.
Assume that the premise Γ → B remains unchanged after the reduction step was
applied to its derivation, and that the last inference rule used in its derivation is Chain
rule that needs reduction treated in item e3. This is the described case:

We said that the derivation of the premise Γ → B needs reduction according
to e3. It follows that B must have the form 0 = 1. This contradicts the fact that B is
not atomic, thus, this case is impossible.

The following cases are very similar to cases e4 and e5. The only difference is that
the sequent which remains unchanged after its derivation was reduced had not been
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derived by the chain rule that needs reduction according to e3. It had simply been
derived by another rule that, when used as the last inference rule in a derivation, does
not change the endsequent after the reduction. The similarity between cases e4, e5,
e6, e7 is probably the reason why they are studied as one case by Gentzen. We shall
also provide one proof concerning the decrease of the ordinal numbers for cases e6,
e7 and this will be similar to those for Lemmas e1 and e2.

(e6): The endsequent is derived by the chain rule. The main premise is not in
endform, so there exists a reduction step for its derivation. Assume that the main
premise remains unchanged after the reduction step was applied to its derivation,
and that the last inference rule used in its derivation is not a chain rule that needs the
reduction treated in item e3.

The reduction is very simple. We take the reduced derivation of the main premise.
The endsequent of this derivation is the main premise itself. This is an advantage
because we do not have to adjust anything else. The chain rule is correct and the
endsequent of the original as well as of the reduced derivation is the same:

(e7): The endsequent is derived by the chain rule. The main premise is not in end-
form, so there exists a reduction step for its derivation. Assume that the main premise
is transformed according to reduction step 13.5 while reducing its derivation, and
that the affected formula B is not among the antecedent formulas of the endsequent.
It was deleted because it is the succedent formula of a premise that stands on the left
of the main premise:

Since B was used in reduction step 13.5, it is not atomic. So, by the induction
hypothesis, a reduction step for the derivation of the premise Γ → B is defined.
Assume that the premise Γ → B remains unchanged after the reduction step was
applied to its derivation, and that the last inference rule used in its derivation is not
a Chain rule that needs reduction treated in item e3. The reduction looks like this:
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The reduction step was carried out on the derivation of the unchanged premise
Γ → A&B. The reduced derivation of the main premise was not used. The chain
rule remains correct and the endsequent of the original as well as of the reduced
derivation is the same.

We are going to show that both reductions e6 and e7 lower the ordinal numbers.

Lemma e6–e7 The numerus does not increase after reductions e6 and e7. The rank
of the mantissa remains the same. The new mantissa is smaller than the old one. It
follows that the ordinal number of the reduced derivation is smaller than the one of
the original derivation.

Proof Let us take an inference step in our derivation that uses a chain rule which
needs to be reduced according to e6 or e7, such that there is no inference step above
the chosen step that has to be reduced according to e6 or e7, too.

Assume first that the inference step we found needs reduction e6. Thus, its main
premise must have been derived by one of these rules:

• induction rule
• Chain rule that needs reduction according to e4.

The main premise could not have been derived by a chain rule that needs reduction
e3, because it is forbidden in the description of the case. Similarly, it could not have
been derived by a chain rule that needs reduction e6 or e7. That would contradict the
initial choice. Since reductions of the derivations whose last inference rule is another
one than mentioned above modify the endsequent, they are not possible.

Let us assign ordinal numbers to the derivations:

The following holds for the ordinal numbers of the derivations of the main premise
Δ → A:

• If it is derived by the induction rule, then ρ̄ ≤ ρ and m̄ < m. The mantissae
m̄ and m have the same rank.
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• If it is derived by the chain rule that needs reduction e4, then ρ̄ = ρ and m̄ < m.
The mantissae m̄ and m have the same rank.

Let us compare numbers ρ
.m
 and ρ̄
.m̄
 of the whole derivations:

• The mantissae m
 and m̄
 have the same rank.
• m̄
 < m

• ρ̄
 ≤ ρ


The second possibility is that the chain rule we found needs to be reduced accord-
ing to e7. Hence, the premise Γ → A&B (see Picture e7) must have been derived
by one of these rules:

• induction rule
• Chain rule that needs reduction according to e4.

These are actually the same as in case e6.

The usual explanation gives us that ρ̄
 ≤ ρ
 and m̄
 < m
. The mantissae
m
 and m̄
 have the same rank.

Now, the induction hypothesis follows: Assume the ordinal number of a derivation
whose endsequent is derived by the chain rule that needs reduction e6 or e7 gets
smaller after the reduction. The reduction makes it smaller because the new mantissa
is smaller than the old one. The numerus does not get greater, it can be even smaller,
and the rank remains the same. We need to show that this holds for the next sequent
derived by the chain rule which also needs reduction e6 or e7. The analysis would
look like the analysis above that led to the induction hypothesis. ��

The analysis of all possible cases is completed. We have proved that all reduction
steps for derivations decrease the ordinal number of the reduced derivation. Since
the ordinal numbers are well-ordered, we have to reach a derivation that cannot be
reduced anymore. Thus, its endsequent is in endform. If it were not, we would be able
to reduce it again. The derivation of the sequent → 0 = 1 cannot be reduced in the
way that modifies the form of the endsequent because a reduction step for sequents
applicable to → 0 = 1 does not exist. At the same time, we see that → 0 = 1 is
not in endform. We can conclude that we should be able to reduce the derivation of
the sequent → 0 = 1 infinitely many times and every reduction step is expected to
make the ordinal number smaller. This contradicts the well-ordering of the ordinal
numbers and we obtain that it is impossible to derive the sequent → 0 = 1 in PA.



Appendix A
Removal of Logical Operations ∨, ⊃ and ∃
from a Derivation

We replace the logical operations ∨, ⊃ and ∃ in an arbitrary derivation in PA by the
following equivalent expressions:

(A ∨ B) ↔ ¬(¬A&¬B)

∃x F(x) ↔ ¬∀x¬F(x)

(A ⊃ B) ↔ ¬(A&¬B)

Now it is turn to make the derivation correct again:

• Each logical initial sequent D → D remains unchanged or turns into a different
one, but still a logical initial sequent.

• The modification of a mathematical initial sequent → C , where C is an equality
axiom or a Robinson arithmetic axiom, does not spoil it because we deal with
equivalent adjustments in classical predicate logic. The simplest solution would
be not to use the operations ∨, ⊃ and ∃ in our axioms at all.

• The induction rule and the structural rules remain correct.
• The logical rules for &, ¬ and ∀ remain correct.
• The logical rules for ∨, ⊃ and ∃ are not correct anymore and it is necessary to fix

them.

In this section, a formula A∗ stands for the equivalent modification of A as
described earlier. A sequence of formulas with a star, for example Γ ∗, stands for
a sequence of formulas where every formula has a star.

Rule ∨-introduction had this form: Γ →A
Γ →A∨B . We have after the modification:

Γ ∗→A∗
Γ ∗→¬(¬A∗&¬B∗) . We correct it by replacing it with the following derivation:

W k
Γ ∗ → A∗

¬A∗&¬B∗, Γ ∗ → A∗
¬A∗&¬B∗ → ¬A∗&¬B∗

¬A∗&¬B∗ → ¬A∗ &E

Γ ∗ → ¬ (¬A∗&¬B∗)
¬I

A. Horská, Where Is the Gödel-Point Hiding: Gentzen’s Consistency Proof of 1936 71
and his Representation of Constructive Ordinals, SpringerBriefs in Philosophy,
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-02171-3, © The Author(s) 2014
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Rule ∨-elimination had this form: Γ →A∨B A,Δ→C B,Θ→C
Γ,Δ,Θ→C . We have now:

Γ ∗→¬(¬A∗&¬B∗) A∗,Δ∗→C∗ B∗,Θ∗→C∗
Γ ∗,Δ∗,Θ∗→C∗ . We correct it by replacing it with the fol-

lowing derivation:

¬I, Ex
&I, Ct

¬I
W k ¬C∗→¬C∗

A∗,¬C∗→¬C∗ A∗,Δ∗→C∗
¬C∗,Δ∗→¬A∗

¬C∗→¬C∗
B∗,¬C∗→¬C∗ B∗,Θ∗→C∗

¬C∗,Θ∗→¬B∗ ¬I

¬C∗,Δ∗,Θ∗→¬A∗&¬B∗ Γ ∗→¬(¬A∗&¬B∗)
¬C∗,Γ ∗→¬(¬A∗&¬B∗)

W k

¬E Γ ∗,Δ∗,Θ∗→¬¬C∗
Γ ∗,Δ∗,Θ∗→C∗

Rule ∃-introduction had this form: Γ →F(t)
Γ →∃x F(x)

. It looks like this after the modifi-

cation: Γ ∗→F(t)∗
Γ ∗→¬∀x¬F(x)∗ . This must be replaced with:

W k
Γ ∗ → F(t)∗

∀x¬F(x)∗, Γ ∗ → F(t)∗
∀x¬F(x)∗ → ∀x¬F(x)∗

∀x¬F(x)∗ → ¬F(t)∗
∀E

Γ ∗ → ¬∀x¬F(x)∗
¬I

Rule ∃-elimination had this form: Γ →∃x F(x) F(a),Δ→C
Γ,Δ→C . We have now:

Γ ∗→¬∀x¬F(x)∗ F(a)∗,Δ∗→C∗
Γ ∗,Δ∗→C∗ . We use this derivation instead of the incorrect rule:

¬I, Ex
∀I

¬I
W k

¬C∗ → ¬C∗
F(a)∗, ¬C∗ → ¬C∗ F(a)∗,Δ∗ → C∗

¬C∗, Δ∗ → ¬F(a)∗
¬C∗, Δ∗ → ∀x¬F(x)∗

Γ ∗ → ¬∀x¬F(x)∗
¬C∗, Γ ∗ → ¬∀x¬F(x)∗ W k

¬E Γ ∗, Δ∗ → ¬¬C∗
Γ ∗, Δ∗ → C∗

There is a ∀-introduction used in the derivation. It requires the eigenvariable a not
to occur in ¬C∗, Δ∗, ∀x¬F(x)∗. We used ∃-elimination before. So, as an assumption,
we know that the eigenvariable a does not occur in Γ , Δ, C , ∃x F(x). It follows that
the condition for the eigenvariable a imposed by ∀-introduction is satisfied.

Rule ⊃-introduction had this form: A,Γ →B
Γ →A⊃B . It looks like this after the modifica-

tion: A∗,Γ ∗→B∗
Γ ∗→¬(A∗&¬B∗) . We replace it with this derivation:

¬I
¬I, Ex

W k
&E

A∗&¬B∗ → A∗&¬B∗
A∗&¬B∗ → ¬B∗

A∗, A∗&¬B∗ → ¬B∗ A∗, Γ ∗ → B∗
Γ ∗, A∗&¬B∗ → ¬A∗ A∗&¬B∗ → A∗&¬B∗

A∗&¬B∗ → A∗ &E

Γ ∗ → ¬(A∗&¬B∗)

Rule ⊃-elimination had the following form: Γ →A Δ→A⊃B
Γ,Δ→B . We obtain after the

modification: Γ ∗→A∗ Δ∗→¬(A∗&¬B∗)
Γ ∗,Δ∗→B∗ . The solution is:
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¬I
&I Γ ∗ → A∗ ¬B∗ → ¬B∗

Γ ∗,¬B∗ → A∗&¬B∗ Δ∗ → ¬(A∗&¬B∗)
¬B∗,Δ∗ → ¬(A∗&¬B∗) W k

¬E Γ ∗,Δ∗ → ¬¬B∗
Γ ∗,Δ∗ → B∗

Finally, our derivation is correct and does not contain the operations ∨, ⊃ and ∃.
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